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Lawmakers
break talks
on budget
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Negotiations between House and
Senate budgeteers began Tuesday, but lawmakers' talks over the
state's next two-year spending plan advanced little beyond setting a
targeted end date.
Lawmakers agreed their goal is to finish their negotiations by the
weekend, a move aimed at preserving the General Assembly's
authority to override any possible vetoes by Gov. Steve Beshear. By
law, the legislature must complete its work by April 15.
"1 see a real determination on the part of both sides, and I can
assure you that our side wants to have a budget and we want to have
it in a timely manner," said House Speaker Jody Richards, DBowling Green.
Kentucky lawmakers are attempting to craft a state spending
plan amid dreary economic projections of an approximately $900
million shortfall during the two-year period that starts this July 1.
Negotiations between the two chambers have not always gone
smoothly in recent years. The legislature adjourned without passing
a budget in 2002 and in 2004.
This year, the House and Senate have each passed different versions of a nearly $19 billion budget. Gov. Steve Beshear's proposed
budget called for 12 percent cuts to public universities and numerous government agencies and programs.
Proposals that cleared the House and Senate have dueling ideas
on how to handle the state's fiscal future.
In the House, lawmakers have proposed an increase in the state's
cigarette tax of 25 cents per pack along with raising various other
taxes on services. The Senate proposal did not call for raising any
taxes and instead would release up to 2,000 felons and increase the
percentage of money the Kentucky Lottery must return to the state.
Beshear has called on lawmakers to increase the cigarette tax by
70 cents per pack, among other things.
Legislators were scheduled to resume negotiations Tuesday
IN See Page 3A

New farmers
market is step
closer to reality
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It won't be long before construction of Farmers Market
Murray-Calloway
County
begins at the fairgrounds and
market board members are busy
getting everything ready for
opening day.
Todd
Powell, county
extension
agent for agriculture, said
Monday the
big
event.
scheduled for
Powell
mid -to -late
May. is fast approaching and
growers and their potential customers need to be aware of what
is happening.
The most important event is a
special meeting of all farmers
that are paid members of the
corpottion set for 7:30 p.m.,

April 24, at the Calloway
County Farm Bureau Office.
During the meeting, a special
drawing will be conducted for
booth assignments. Vendor
spaces will measure 12 foot-by12 foot with 24 spaces available.
"That's going to be a very
important meeting and every
fanner that is a paid member
needs to be there," Powell said.
Powell and market board
President Curtis Bucy said contractors should start pouring
concrete at the site soon followed by the erection of a 50by-100 foot metal-frame pavilion at a cost of about $66,000.
However a date for beginning
the work has not been set.
Many growers from across
the county and the region have
already signed on to sell during
the market's opening day. Some
of the produce that will be avail-

III See Page 2A
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Julia Cullom and Gerry Mellon flash peace signs and hold posters promoting peace and questioning the U.S.'s involvement in
Iraq fighting the war on terror. The women, along with five others, stood along North 16th Street by Murray State's campus and
drew plenty of support by passing motorists.

Group stages 'peace'ful protest
Women's effort
brings 'honks
for peace' Tues.
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
As a veteran of the Korean War, Betty
Duvall has a unique perspective on the current situation with the United States' war on
terror.
Duvall, who served as an Army nurse,
has also known one war or another all her
life.
"I was 16 during World War II, so I've
had wars all my life," she said. "I think
World War 11 was necessary. I don't think
this (Iraq war) is necessary."
She and six other companions shared that
sentiment Tuesday afternoon by displaying
anti-war signs along 16th Street next to
Murray State University's campus. And their
take was apparently backed by several
passers-by who obliged a couple of poster
board messages with a "honk for peace."

The
demonstration
served as a reminder of the
tray.WaciatAmeara enter*
its sixth year and also turns
the page on a tragic aspect
of conflict.
With four soldiers'
deaths to a roadside bomb
Monday, it marked the
4,000th casualties on U.S.
forces since the war began
Duvall
following 9/11 and the Iraq
invasion.
The group, sometimes called "Grannies
for Peace," have made periodic appearances
on North 16th Street to show support for
troops while also calling for an end to the
war.
"We're a close-knit group," Duvall said.
noting most of the group has either served in
the military or have relatives in the military.
Crediting Jean Groves as the "ummph!"
behind their demonstrations, Duvall said
their beginning was tied to anti-war demonstrations by Cindy Sheehan around appearances by President Bush in 2005. Sheehan's
son was killed serving in the Iraq war.
"We thought she needed backup," Duvall
explained.

Phyllis Huggins, who sat in a lawn chair
beside the street, has two grandsons in the
Air Force.statinnari in rlaworkarsj,..aiwilapagi.
She said they support their grandmother's
call for an end to the war.
"The last time they were visiting on
leave), they came and gave us water," she
recalled with a laugh. "But they realize
what's happening. Peace is important!"
Her granddaughter Melanie Crow, who
was holding a "war is not the answer" sign
across the street. agreed.
"You can't argue with peace."
Gerry Mellon, another holding a sigtI
questioning how long America will continue
its involvement in Iraq and flashing a two:
finger "peace" sign to motorists, called the
war
advised."
"I think a lot of other people do too," she
said to honks by passing cars and trucks.
The blame, Mellon said, rests with lawmakers.
"I think our representatives are not paying attention to what the people want," she
said.'That bothers me."
But with a presidential election brewing
and choices among Republican nominee

II See Page 10A

KSP seeks help to cut traffic accidents
Special to the Ledger
In addition to the other duties
of the Kentucky State Police,
such as criminal investigations
and arrests, the agency remains
committed
to
keeping
Kentucky's roads safer for every
motorist.
In the Post 1 area of Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston.
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken.
and Trigg counties, there were
64 traffic-related fatalities last
year, which was the highest total
recorded in 5 years.
For KPS Post 1 Commander
Nathan C. Kent, that is too
many.
"Sixty-four deaths is very
significant. If we had 64 murders in one year, it would raise
serious concerns about public
safety. but 64 traffic deaths rais-

es relatively little notice," he
said. "It's time we change that
attitude."
One of the ways to modify
prevailing attitudes is by vigilant traffic enforcement in partnership with local residents.
"Our Troopers can't be
everywhere at all times," said
Capt. Kent. "We must depend
on the residents of our area to be
watchful for unsafe traffic
behaviors such as speeding,
reckless driving and impaired
driving. That is why we are
enlisting the assistance of every-

If a person sees habitual traffic problems such as speeding,
reckless driving or other behaviors that make roads unsafe,
send the information to the
Kentucky State Police Post in
Mayfield with your name,
address and phone number (all

are optional), as well as the enforcement, it is easier to
location of the complaint and a detach him to respond to a parsummary of the complaint to ticular area residents bring to
Kentucky State Police Post 1, our attention."
8366 U.S. Highway 45 North,
Kent is also embarking on
Hickory, KY 42051.
bolstering the STEP program by
Captain Kent said he guaran- employing "saturation patrols"
tees he will address it.
along selected high accident risk
"For every complaint we roadways over the next year.
receive. I guarantee we will
The ultimate goal is to sysassign an officer to patrol and tematically bring down the trafmonitor traffic in the area with- fic fatality and injury rate in
in three day.;."
southwest Kentucky.
In addition, Post 1 partici"Over the past five years in
pates in the Selective Traffic our area, we've averaged
Enforcement Program ( STEP), around 60 fatalities and hima statewide traffic initiative dreds of injuries annually in
where each post assigns an offi- motor vehicle crashes," he saicL
cer strictly to traffic enforce- "The risk is far greater than thai
ment.
of being murdered or assaulted,
"The STEP program allows and its a problem we're comus to be more flexible in mitted to addressing. In partresponding to your traffic nership with our citizens, I think
needs." Kent added. "With an we can make a significant difofficer dedicated to traffic ference
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Bill Clinton takes shot at McCain
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Former President Clinton took a
shot "Tuesday at the Iraq policy
certain Republican presidential nominee John McCain,
,omparing Iraqi reliance on the
tr S to someone who never
IC aVe% a neighbor's couch after
losing his home to fire.
Clinton spoke to more than
i.noo people at a downtown
civic ‘enter to start a full day of
campaigning in Kentucky in
support of his presidential candidate wife in the states May 20
primary.
In an hourlong speech,
Clinton said Democratic Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton is the
candidate best equipped to lead
the country at home and abroad.
Clinton never mentioned
Sen. Barack Obarna by name
during his speech at a downtown
civic center in the state capital,
but took a potshot at the campaign of his wife's rival for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
"One of the most amusing
things to me in this election is
how all these people who are
prominent in the campaign of
Hillary's opponent keep saying,
'Well, you know the 1990s, they
weren't that hot either. They
weren't that much better than
this decade."
As the crowd hooted, Clinton
then said, "Which part of the
'90s did you not like — peace or
prosperity?" — repeating a line
used by his wife to counter criticism of Clinton's presidency.
On Iraq, the former president
said his wife "strongly believes
the time has come to bring our
soldiers home." If elected, she
would instruct the nation's top
military leaders to present a plan
to start accomplishing that goal,
he said.
Hillary Clinton's strategy
would include leaving a small
contingent of special forces in
northern Iraq to counter any
efforts by al-Qaida to remobilize, he said.
"She's not for permanent

AP
Former President Bill Clinton speaks to about 3,500 Kentucky
residents at the Frankfort Convention Center in Frankfort, Ky.,
Tuesday
bases," he said.
The ex-president warned that
Iraqis will never resolve two
overnding issues essential to
stability — sharing political
power and splitting oil revenue
— if the U.S. presence continues indefinitely.
"If they think we're going to
stay 1(10 years. they'll never
make these hard decisions," he
said. "... Do you make hard
decisions before you have to?"
The comment was a jab at
McCain, the Arizona senator

Iraq to someone who takes
in a neighbor
for a short
time after his
house burns
down.
"But let me
ask you something,"
Clinton said.
McCain
"If
your
neighbor's still on your couch
after five years, what do you
know? You know it's not about
the fire anymore, it's about not
having to get off the couch.
That's where we are in Iraq. It is
not about the fire anymore."
From Frankfort. Clinton was
headed north and east in
Kentucky. He had stops planned
in Pans, Maysville and
Morehead.

who declared this week that "we
are succeeding" in Iraq and said
he wouldn't change course
even as the U.S. death toll rose
to 4,000 and the war entered its
sixth year.
In the past, McCain has sugFrom Front
gested a lengthy U.S. presence
in Iraq comparable to that in able for sale seasonally include
Korea and other countries, but blackberries, beats, Irish potasaid a remark that American toes, corn, tomatoes, honey,
troops could stay in Iraq for 100 onions, herbs, garlic, bedding
plants, melons, pumpkins, fall
years has been distorted.
To the crowd in Kentucky, mums. peaches, sweet potatoes,
Clinton likened the situation in seed, popcorn, beans, cabbage,
broccoli, cut flowers, squash.
deer/squirrel corn, blueberries,
peas, apples, egg plant. roses
and lettuce.
Vendor membership fees
begin with the payment of 520
annual dues and agreement to
follow market rules. Each member will pay $10 per market day
to sell and each approved
"guest" will pay S15 per day.
After a member has attended
five days, the sixth day will be
free. Only paying members will
have reserved booths. Guests
and those who request selling on
a day-to-day basis if space is
available will be able to use any
remaining unoccupied booth.
The market is open to all
growers who produce at least 70
percent of the goods they sell.
Those interested in taking
advantage of the opportunity
may live anywhere in the region.
During the next few weeks.
Powell and Huey say the board
will conduct a sponsorship drive
asking local businesses for
SERVING M
financial support. Funds donatunlimited Naas No Contracts
ed will primarily be used for
advertising. Businesses that give
will be placed into one of five
categories based on how much
• flit 2417 TSclholtal inipport
they give and honored with a
• ,v•t••• ••••••apts) •••%. • MAO, 11,
• •,Nor act*esoss
Alscono•
plaque at the market site thank• -"A
,411
,
f•
,••••• saute. Smlfilr
ing them for their support.
anrioacc.Honorary categories include
Surf uP to6X&Owl
Platinum (for a gift of $500 or
Ant mun• -more), Gold ($300 to $499).
Ii,tip Ordlmel war.Lotaillotcoorl
Photo provided
($150 to $299), Bronze
Silver
Call Taft, Saw'
TO SCALE: Students in Chnsty Walkers 8th grade math
(S50 to $149), and Friends of the
II*41
class at Calloway County Middle School draw Barb4e to scale
Market for a minimal donation
as part of a math unit on ratio and proportions
of $10 to $49.
Supporters who are not vendors will also be classified as
"affiliate" or "associate" members. Affiliate membership is
limited to firms and organizations interested in the market's
purpose and activities such as
trade associations, colleges and
universities and professional
organizations. Associate members will consist of individuals
that
support the goals and activThe benefits of hometown.banking have neser been so
ities of the market.
easier
dew!Now Am are rewarded for making banking
The new market is the latest
with a swat rate" on checking a free check card fret
ATMs anywhere-. free bit per. and more

Internet

"SS.
759-2575

hometownrewards
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MiceSherilltags
Murray Police Department
-A caller reported Tuesday at 10 30 a.m. that items had been
stolen from 7th and Pine Streets..
-Cnminal mischief was reported at 902 Northwood Dr. Apt. C-17
at 4:10 p.m.
-A traffic accident occurred at Peggy Ann arid Kirkwood Dnves.
-A theft of a trailer was reported at 6:13 p.m.
Murray State University Police Department
-A caller from Facilities Management reported possibly finding a
bag of manjuana Monday at 7:56 a.rn
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A theft from a shop area was reported on Barber Drive Monday
at 6:48 a.m.
-A burglary was reported on Hwy. 641 South at 8:25 a.m.
-A burglary was reported on Hwy. 641 South at 8:36 a.m.
-A caller on East Fork Road reported she received a scam letter at 504 p.m.
-A stolen subwoofer was reported on Highland Road at 9:17
p.m
-A caller on Norsworthy Dnve reported someone knocked his
mailbox off its post Tuesday at 11:23 p.m.
-A pursuit transpired on Utterback Road at 11:59 p.m. when a
subject failed to stop. Kentucky State Police assisted on the
scene.
— Information is otained from reports,
various agencies.
logs and citations fr
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•Farmers market ...
Youth encouraged to be part of marhet
In an effort to encourage young farmers and provide them
incentive to get involved in Galloway's agncultural market,
Farmers Market Murray-Calloway County officials are inviting all
members of Calloway County 4-H and Future Farmers of America
chapters to take advantage of a special program.
Teens who live and attend school in Murray and Calloway
County arid are members of either organization are invited to take
advantage of the 2008 Calloway County Farm Bureau Farmer's
Market Promotion Program.
'This is just a way to get some of the teenagers interested in
farming a start," said Todd Powell, county extension agent for
agriculture.
Young farmers interested in participating in the program must
be involved in the production of the produce or the products being
sold. They must also be present duhng sale hours at the market
pavilion planned for construction at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds. For those who qualify, the $20 annual fee asked of
each 4-H and FFA outside the program vendor will be waived.
The Calloway County Farm Bureau will also pay the $10 daily
fee for the individual three times each market year. Booth locations will be assigned by the market manager After the third time
as a vendor, an application may be made for additional waiver of
tees. However any waiver of booth fees beyond the third time will
be made based on funds and space available as well as the quantity and quality of the produce sold.
Those interested in the program are asked to call Farmers
Market Secretary Jamie Potts at 489-2756.
— TOM BERRY
effort by local, regional and Vendors may remain on-site past
state agriculture officials to pro- I p.m. to meet demand; howevvide growers a way to market er the market may close earlier
their goods and serve an impor- if all produce has been sold.
tant public need for access to Depending on sales, the market
farm-fresh produce at the same may open on Thursdays as well.
Todd said the market is not
time.
Late last year, the state agri- meant to be a competitor of
cultural development board Murray Main Street's Saturday
approved $16,500 in state fund- Market, but more of a partner
ing to the Jackson Purchase providing farmers with a chance
Resource Conservation and to sell their crops on as many
Development Foundation to days of the week as possible.
He and Bucy, who has sold
support the 2007 Farmer's
Market Competitive Awards his goods at Main Street's
Program. Those dollars, award- Saturday Market, encourage
ed to Calloway County, were both farmers and customers to
take advantage of both promatched by the local ag board.
Then the Calloway County grams.
"We're not in competition
Fair Board put up $25,000 in
cash and $8.000 in land bringing with anybody or trying to take
the total on-hand for construc- anybody else's business, we just
tion to $66,000. The funds will wanted to give the farmers a
pay for construction of the chance to sell on days of the
pavilion as well as tables for the week other than Saturday," Todd
vendors and four sets of scales.
said. "I think there will be plenOnce opened. the market will ty of business for both."
offer fresh produce to conThe board is planning a Web
sumers from 7 a.m. until I p.m. site at http://frnmcc.jpiorg; but
on Tuesdays and Saturdays it has not been completed.
throughout the late spring. sumFor more information about
mer and fall season. The market the market, contact Powell at
is scheduled to close Nov. 13 for 753-1452. Bucy can be contactthe 2008 season. However sales ed at 753-2235 and Farmers
will determine how long the Market Secretary Jamie Potts at
market stays open each day. 489-2756.

And quaafrne is easy tf you ake the convenoence of a
check card, the power of the site-riet and the umplaity
of automabc transfert the, account was made for yoti
Stop in either °Eke and darn your reward
Hometown Rewards Chmking i. easily the best

EASY BANKING EASY SWITCH EASY DECIK"'""

Photo provided
McREYNOLDS ESSAY WINNERS: The Steve McReynolds Essay Contest winners from
Eastwood Chnsttan Academy included, front from left, Mansa Todd (3rd grade) and Bethany
Harrell (4th grade), and back from left, Lucas Jones (7th grade), Jeff Harrell (11th grade), and
Aaron Gook (8th grade) Additipnal photos of winners from Murray and Calloway schools are
inside today's Ledger on page 9A
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KentuckylnBrief
Currin murder trial to start today? Soldier
who lost arm awarded
CLINTON, Ky.(AP)— The judge presiding over a high-profile
murder trial in western Kentucky said several days ofjury selection
could end soon.
Judge Tim Stark said he expected Quincy Omar Cross' trial to
start today (Wednesday).
Cross is facing murder, rape and kidnapping charges in the death
of Jessica Currjn. She was killed in 2000 and her body was dumped
behind a school in Mayfield. The trial is being held in nearby
Hickman County because of widespread publicity.
Attorneys have already questioned_ more than 260 potential
jurors, and another 100 were to be brought in on Tuesday. Stark
says the trial's length — estimated at three weeks — is making it
hard to seat a jury.
Cross — of Tiptonville, Tenn. — could face the death penalty if
convicted in Currin's death.

for saving two lives
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) — A Fort Campbell soldier who.
saved two lives after losing his arm in Iraq has received two medals
for his efforts.
Staff Sgt. James "Floss" Graydon has been awarded the Army
Commendation Medal with Valor and the Mentorious Service Medal.'
one of the higher service decorations.
Army officials say Graydon was performing route clearance
maneuvers in Sadr City in July 2006 when an improvised explosive,
device detonated next to his vehicle.
The driver of the vehicle was killed, and three others were wounded. Graydon lost his arm in the explosion but managed to direct first
aid given to other wounded soldiers until help arrived.
Graydon is assigned to the 4th Brigade Combat Team of the
101st Airborne Division based at the post on the Tennessee
Kentucky border

AP

Quincy Cross sits in the courtroom on the fifth day of jury
selection in his murder trial in Hickman County Circuit Court in
Clinton Tuesday. Cross is accused of murder, rape, kidnapping and abuse of a corpse in the August 2000 death of
Jessica Curnn.

Jefferson Co. schools end
racial proportion for teachers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Jefferson County Public Schools ofti:.
cials say they will no longer consider race when hiring or transfernng .

Beshear plans economic
development trip to Japan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear is planning
an economic development trip
to Japan.
Beshear says the June trip is

in the planning stages.
He spoke Tuesday in
Lexington at a luncheon hosted
by the Japan/America Society of
Kentucky and the Cabinet for

Economic Development.
Beshear was lieutenant governor when the state lured the
Toyota plant to Georgetown in
the mid-1980s.

Ky. man makes presidential pardon list
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush pardoned 15
people Tuesday and commuted
the prison sentence of another.
Bush has been stingy about
handing out such reprieves.
With about nine months left in
his administration, he has granted 157 pardons. That's less than
half as many as Presidents
Clinton or Reagan issued during
their time in office. Both were
two-term presidents.
Most of those on Bush's most

recent pardon list were convicted of white-collar or drug
offenses.
One name notably absent
from the list was star pitcher
Roger Clemens. The FBI is
investigating whether Clemens
lied to Congress about steroid
use. An attorney for his trainer
has predicted Clemens will be
pardoned because of his friendship with the Bush family.
Clemens has not been
charged with a crime.

On the pardon list was
William Bruce Butt of London,
Ky., who received three years
probation in 1990 for bank
embezzlement.
Bush also commuted the sentence of Patricia Beckford of
Portsmouth, Va., who since
1992 has been serving a 23-year
prison sentence for conspiracy
to distribute more than 50 grams
of crack cocaine. Bush left
intact a five-year term of probation.

III Budget talks ...
From Front
afternoon, following the General Assembly's
daily session. A delay in producing a comparison
document listing the differences between the
House and Senate plans, however, prompted lawmakers.eir Mooed nestuessitalits Wednesday.

The negotiations got under way in a government office building next door to the Capitol. The

traditionally closed-door talks have been opened
to reporters this year.
Senate Majority Floor Leader Dan Kelly, RSpringfield, said lawmakers were under a tight
schedule to finish their work on time.
"If we work hard we can accomplish it." Kelly
said. "But there is a lot to do. It will be very difficult."

NOTICE
• The Murray City
Architectural Review Board
will meet in the council
chambers Thursday at 8 a.m.
to discuss the overlay district.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Personnel
will
Committee
meet
Thursday at 8 a.m. in the
hospital's board room to discuss accidents, leave of
absence activity, paid medical claims and fundraising.
Action items on the agenda
include bariatric lap band
surgery.
IN The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. to recognize the Murray
High School Chess team and
to also hear recommendations from the Murray
Planning Commission. The
Cemetery Committee will
meet at 6:15 p.m. to discuss
a new road in a newly developed section of the cemetery.
• The Murray Calloway
County Hospital Finance
Committee will meet Monday
at 8 a.m. in the hospital's
boardroom
to
,review
February financials. Items
on the agenda include a construction update, fundraising
and lap band surgery. The
committee will meet in execr.
utive session for- One acticie
item.
II To report a -Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

La. firm, 3 employees convicted of
spilling benzene in Ohio River
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A Louisiana barge company and
three workers have been convicted by a federal jury of spilling a cancer-causing chemical into the Ohio River and not notifying the Coast
Guard.
The federal jury on Friday convicted Canal Barge Company ot
Belle Chasse, La.; Paul D. Barnes, 50, of Belle Chasse: Jeffrey
Scarborough, 49, of Mendenhall, Miss., and Randolph Martin, 53, of
Atmore, Ala. Barnes works for Canal Barge as a Port Captain!
Scarborough and Marlin are employed by Canal Barge as captains
They were charged with violating the Ports and Waterway Safety.
Act, the Clean Water Act and conspiracy. They were convicted of
one count each: aiding and abetting the discharge of a pollutant from
a vessel into the water.

States seek to tighten rules on
eyewitness identifications
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Herman May spent more than 13 years,
in prison after a woman identified him as her attacker in a sexual
assault.
The identification in 1988 came even though the 17-year-old May.
had bright reddish-orange hair and looked little like the tall, thin;
dark-haired man in his mid-20s identified as the attacker. May was
convicted of rape in 1989 and sentenced to 40 years in prison —
until DNA evidence showed in 2002 that he didn't commit the crime.
Cases like May's prompted proposed legislation that would have
Kentucky join a growing number of states and cities across the country in standardizing how eyewitness identification is handled, with thilf
906004 elitieristing mistaken eyewitness,derwiticarions.
Eight states, including Maryland, North Carolina, West Virginiel
and Vermont, passed legislation last year reforming eyewitnesi
identification procedures.

STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!

NY MURRAY!
MONTHS OF

SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*

FREE

Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Neck Pain
• Disc Herniation
• Arm Pain
• Headache

SERVICE

• NO DRUGS
• NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY

NewWave Communications is offering
Murray residents 2 MONTHS OF FREE
SERVICE if you switch from your current
cable or satellite provider. Provide your
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teachers, ending the district's long-standing policy of dispersing'
minority teachers among the schools.
District personnel director Bill Eckels says the decision was made
because there was no way to enforce the policy. A ruling by the U.S"
Supreme Court last year rejected a similar district policy of using
race to determine student assignment on the same grounds.
The teacher assignment policy had required that most Jefferson
County schools maintain their percentages of black instructors,
between 7 and 22 percent, depending on the grade level.
The policy, also called the "Singleton Ratio," was named after a
1960s desegregation lawsuit and used in Jefferson County since the
1970s.
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Bridging the Divide
I am a typical white person. as Barack Obama might say,
and did say, about his white grandmother. Like Rev. Jesse
Jackson. I. too, have crossed the street to avoid a group of
young black men who have a certain thug-in-the-hood look
about them_ Am I a racist? Only if Jesse Jackson is a racist.
In fact, we are prudent.
On his old CNN TV show, Rev. Jackson and I once debated affirmative action.
He favored it. I opposed it. I asked him,
'Do you think you have this show because
you are good or because you are black?'
Jackson was speechless (a rarity) and he
went to a commercial to keep from
answenng.
As I watch the exciting NCAA Basketball Tournament, I nonce that most of the
players are black. On some (earns, all the
Caro
players are black. Should an affirmative
Thoughts action program create slots so more
By Cal Thomas whites, Hispanic and Asians can play, or
Syndicated
should the best players be on these teams.
Columnist
without regard to race'' The question
should answer itself.
In his speech last week on race. Sen. Obama said blacks
and whites have legitimate grievances and. that whites who
never owned a slave, or supported the slave trade, or knowingly discriminated against any African American have a
right to be angry when affirmative. action favors someone of
. a different race for a job for which they feel they are qualified.
The gnevances of African Amencans are starker. Their
ancestors were kidnapped and brought to a country that was
foreign to them and enslaved by mostly (but not exclusively)
white people. Although the actions of a 19th-century Republican president freed them. 20th-century Democratic politicians discriminated against them, defiantly standing in Schoolhouse doors, blocking their way to a better future.
This accusatory back and forth between races will continue beyond the current election unless all of us stop replaying past grievances. One can cnticize some of what Obama
said (and I have), but his appeal to lay the past to rest and
move on to a better future is compelling and worth discussing.
One of the best tools I have seen that could help bridge
the racial divide is a PBS documentary series called 'African
American Lives.' Its creator and host is Harvard professor
Dr. Henry Louis Gates Jr. The program is a rarity in television. It informs without bias.
This four-part series features Oprah Winfrey, Whoopi
Goldberg. Bishop T.D. lakes. Quincy Jones. Mae Jemison,
Dr. Ben ('arson. Dr. Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot and Chris
Tucker. Using DNA. the program traces their ancestry. Some
have firm roots in African tribes, but others are surprising
For instance. Gates, who is African American, found that
much of his DNA could be traced back to Ireland.
'African American Lives 'the sequel to the original
program. traced the lineage of comedian Chris. Rock. sieger
Tina Turner, Oscar-winning actor Morgan Freeman Jr., and
magazine publisher Linda Johnson Rice. among others. Using
courthouse documents, plantation ledgers and slave ship
records, the subjects learn surprising things about their forebears. One of Rock's ancestors was a South Carolina state
senator. One of Turner's ancestors founded the school, she
attended as a child, though she didn't know abput the
genealogical link until the program revealed it in a touching
moment.
.•
I defy anyone but the most ardent rabid to watch this
Sales and not be transformed by what ft reveals. I have
spoken and exchanged e-mail with Dr. Gates :and he says
the main message in these programs is that slavery was
more about economics than race.
More than slavery and discrimination, the loss ot faith
and family can be seen as the root of many of the problems
in the black community. Even during the worst of limes.
black families held themselves together by holding onto ,God.
Today, some have lost that faith and chaos threatens, chaos
that Barack Obama - or anyone else - cannot repair.
The New York fines Magazine once did a cos er story on
. prosperous black families in Prince Georges County. Md.
What these families had in common, other than race, was
that all were intact
Unfortunately, those families are not typical. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2004, just 31.9 percent of black
households had both spouses present. compared to 56.1 percent for white households. Hopefully, when intact- black tarndie's become typical, many of the seffintlicted maladies in
:the black community will finally become atypical.
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The Master Painter
A few weeks ago I wrote about my
adventures as a counselor at Camp
Ridgecrest for Boys. It was at that
camp during the summer of 1976 that I
heard a story that
continues to intrigue
and inspire me. I
remember that Jamie
Cotton, a senior counselor, came to our
cabin one evening to
give a short devotional. I have never forgotten the story he
told that night to a
group of twelve-yearBy James
old boys in a rustic
Duane Bohn
cabin in the mounLedger & Times
tains of North CaroliColumnist
na.
Here's the story . .
. the way I remember it.
It seems that the king of a kingdom
decided to honor his subjects in a
unique way. The king planned to have
a banquet to which he would invite all
of the subjects of his kingdom. The
banquet would be held in a large banquet hall. A sumptuous feast would be
served. Jesters would provide entertainment. The king's subjects would be
honored.
To honor his subjects adequately,
however, the king decided to prepare
the banquet hall in a particular way.
He called in the kingdom's two great
artists, one an elderly master painter
who was recognized as the greatest
artist in the kingdom, and the other,
the old master's apprentice, a young.
up and coming artist who had studied
at the feet of the master. The king
took the artists into the banquet hall
and he explained to the two painters
his idea: they would be responsible
for painting two adjacent walls in the
room. The king would honor the subjects of his kingdom with these two
commissioned works of art, to be
unveiled the night of the banquet.
With his instructions given, the king
put the two artists to work. The
artists gathered their supplies, and came
in the next morning to begin the work.
Much preparation was required: preps-

"°C.,and

ration of the walls, I mean. Old paint
had to be scraped away, the walls had
to be smoothed and polished before the
actual painting began.
From time to time the king stopped
by to check on the painters' progress.
After several weeks he noticed that the
old master painter had outlined on his
wall a landscape scene: mountains,
valleys, a waterfall, a beautiful landscape scene. The king noticed, however, that the young apprentice had still
not begun to paint. He continued to
scrape and smooth and polish.
A week before the banquet the king
stopped by once again to make sure
everything was in order. That's when
he began to worry. With the banquet
only a few days away, the old master
painter had all hut finished his painting.
He used a brush to put on the finishing touches of what the king could tell
was a most beautiful landscape scene.
To the king's horror, however, the
young apprentice was yet to pick up a
brush. He continued to scrape and
smooth and polish, still preparing his
wall for the first brushstrokes.
The king expressed his concern to
the young artist in no uncertain terms.
"Don't you know." he said, -that the
banquet will be held only a few days
from now." "Don't you realize," he
said, "that I want to honor the subjects
of my kingdom with two beautiful
paintings." "After all." the king
explained, "I have put my faith in you
to complete this task. What can be
done?"
The young apprentice tried his best
to calm the king, explaining to him
that his painting would indeed be completed by the night of the banquet. He
would, he assured the king, fulfill his
promise. His painting would be complete.
Well, the king reasoned that there
was nothing else to be done. He must
take the young artist at his word, and
hope for the best. So the evening of
the banquet came. The king's subjects
came on foot. some on horseback, all
gathering at the beautifully lit banquet
hall. The banqueters enjoyed a sumptuous feast, along with humorous and
captivating entertainment.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Right-wingers believe there are terrorists. communists, or some other
"ists" behind every rock, and that Amenca must save the world from
them
This distorted view of foreign affairs has been used by fear-peddling politicians in the pockets of the defense industry to turn America into a nation unlike its people.
Most Americans are peace-loving, good neighbors who have no
desire to war with anyone. Yet collectively, hem we are in the sixth
year of a war we started because a foreign leader supposedly had
weapons almost as powerful as ours.
we
has not been the answer since WWII
Sincerely.
C Mark Blankenship
Murray
To the Editor,
As chairperson of MDA's Shamrocks Against Dystrophy, I want to
take a moment to thank businesses and patrons in the Murray area for
perticipation in our 2008 campaign I'm delighted to say
their
that t siley
rra:'s fundraising efforts were a great success.
Those little green and fold Shamrocks mobiles sold by local businesses help support MDA s vital programs of research, health care
services and public education right here in Murray and across the
country.
On behalf of all the individuals and families coping with musclewasting diseases, I send a big warm "thank you" to Murray residents
- you've certainly put a smile in these Irish eyes!
Sincerely.
Maureen McGovern

Then it came time for the highlight
of the evening. Workers had covered
the two adjacent walls with heavy
veils. The king gave the signal, ropes
were pulled, and simultaneously the
veils fell to the floor. And then? And
then, a gasp from the gathered subjects,
followed by silence. The audience sat
there in awe of two remarkable works
of art. They looked at the old master's wall to see the most beautiful
landscape painting they had ever seen.
But when they cast their gaze at the
painting of the young apprentice. they
noticed that his painting was just as
beautiful. In fact, every detail was
exactly the same; every mountain,
every valley, the waterfall, all the same.
Called by the king to the head table,
the young artist gave his explanation.
"When you commissioned me to do
this work," he said, "I knew that it
would not be possible for me to produce a painting as beautiful as my
master, my mentor. My painting would
pale in comparison. So what I decided
to do was to scrape and smooth and
polish my wall so that it would reflect
the painting of the old master's wall.
So that's what I did. My painting is a
reflection of the painting of the master."
Well, for thirty-two years I have
been re-telling that story. I have told
it to my History classes as a way to
suggest to my students that in many
ways we are reflections of our past. 1
have told the story at church to Sunday
School classes and as devotionals to
youth groups to suggest that we should
polish our lives so that we reflect the
Master. I have told the story with no
point in mind, no lesson to be learned,
Just for the fun of telling the story.
But after all of these years, I will
never forget the gasps followed by a
hushed silence in that rustic cabin
when a dozen twelve-year-old boys
realized that the young artist's painting
was but a reflection of the painting of
the old master.
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. He may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu

k LETTERS POLICY
letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-malled
to editorilhosurrayiedger.cosa.
v Letters malled or faxed meet be fthalled and
have address and phone number for verification
purposes_ E-issalled letters west have address
and phone rumbse.
V No letters will be printed assenyininesly.
Letters should not exceed 300 words and mist
bst typed or legible.
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Obituaries
Jayden hommis-Nicole Kimbro
Jayden Jenesis-Nicole Kimbro, infant daughter, died Sunday,
•• March 25, 2008, at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Survivors include her parents, Sammy Kimbro and Stephanie
Shaw Kimbro, Hardin; one brother, Gabriel Allen Shaw, Benton:
grandparents, Jeff and Tracy Shaw, Benton, Barbara Cunningham,
Hardin, and Sammy Kimbro, Alm°. great-grandparents, Sherry and
Elwood Lange, Benton, Gail and Ardie Shaw, Illinois, hnogene
Kimbro, Murray, and Sue Rudd, Benton; one great-great-grandparent, Bernice Brigman, Illinois.
A graveside service will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Provine
Cemetery. Rev, Joel Frizzell will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home of Benton after 11
am. Thursday.

Homer Fennell

a

Mrs. Anna Lee Gents*

Mrs. Barbara lean Loranger-Jeffery

Mrs. Anna Lee Garrison, 93, Benton, died Monday, March 24,
The funeral tor MIN. Barbara Jean Loranger-Jeffery is today
2008, at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
(Wednesday) at Mt. Olive Cemetery with Roller-Crouch Funeral
She was a member of Bnensburg Baptist Church. Preceding her Home, Batesville, Ark., in charge of arrangements.
in death were her husband, Hubert Garrison; one son, lrvan Gale
Mrs. Loranger-Jeffery, Melbourne, Ark., 64, died Sunday. March
Garrison; her parents, John Emerson and Emma Crisenberry 23, 2008, at Baptist Health Center, Little Rock, Ark.
Emerson; two sisters, Nellie Emerson Bell and Mertye Lowenthol:
She was born March 11, 1944, and raised in Moxee. Wash..
three brothers, Willie, Claude and Melton Emerson. Survivors before marrying and moving to Batesvile, Ark. She was an employinclude several nieces and nephews. A graveside service will be ee of the Batesville School System and an active member 01
today (Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev. Pleasant Valley Baptist Church. She later became a first responder
C.C. Brasher will officiate. Visitation will be today (Wednesday I and fire fighter for the Ruthie Mountain Volunteer Fire Department
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. at the Collier Funeral Home of Benton.
of Mt. Olive, Ark. Preceding her in death were her father, Lionel A.
(Tonto) Loranger, one sister, Marlene Ruth Loranger, and grandmother, Alphonsine Loranger-Charron, all of Moxee, and Josephine
Hubert C. Bei
The funeral for Hubert C. Bell was today (Wednesday)at 11 a.m. M. Nevue-Sherry of Yakima, Wash.; and several term children.
Survivors include her husband, Jerry L. Jeffery; one daughter,
in the chapel of Collier Funeral .Home, Benton. Rev. Jimmie D.
Oliver officiated. Burial was in the Oak Level Methodist Church, Lynn A. Pollock and husband, Doug, grandsons, Jerry Douglas and
Benton. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Jake Pollock, all of Melbourne; her mother, Margaret M. Loranger.
Oak Level Cemetery, do Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Calico Rock, Ark.; two sisters, Venita L. Loranger and Roger Dunn
of Hazel, Ky., and Shirley and Charles Washington, Bandmill, Ark.;
Box 492, Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Bell, 92, Murray, formerly of Benton, died two brothers, Larry Loranger, Bandmill, Ark., and Leon Loranger
Monday. March 24, 2008, at the home of his daugh- and wife, Deb, Federal Way, Wash.; nieces and nephews. April
ter in Murray. A retired painter for B.F. Goodrich, Simpson and David, Mayfield, Ky., Tommy, Showna and Zachary
Calvert City, he was a member of Olive United Methodist Church Dobbs, Smithland, David and Pen, Randy and Mbli, Shannon and
and an Army veteran of World War 11. Preceding him in death were Pam Washington, Bandmill; Sarah Loranger,- Killeen, Texas.
his wife, Irene Bell, one brother, Cecil Bell, one grandchild, one William Leslie Loranger, Federal Way, Wash.
peat-grandchild, daughter-in-law, Lou Bell, and his parents, Simon
Bell and Minnie Rudd Bell. Survivors include three daughters, Sue
Oliver and husband. Jimmie, Murray, and Ann Owen and husband,
Richard, Paducah; one son, Morris Ray Bell, Reidland; seven grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; four great-great-grandchildren.

the tuneral for Homer Fennell will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Marita Burkeen, Rev.
Kendrick Lewis and Rev. Linda McKnight will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Jeffery
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Independence United Methodist Church, Go
Howard Coy, 204 Radio Rd., Alm, KY 42020 or
Jeffery Cemetery, Go Marilyn McKinney, 1240
Howard Rd., Farmington, KY 42040.
Mr. Fennell, 89, Sharp Street, Murray, died
Monday, March 24, 2008, at 4:16 p.m. at MurrayFannon
Calloway County Hospital.
A fanner, he had retired from the former Murray
Division of the Tappan Company after 34 years of service. He was
a member of Independence United Methodist Church. Preceding John Henry Moore
A graveside service for John Henry Moore was today
him in death were one son, Charles Fennell, one brother, Paul
Fennell, and three sisters, Carlene Williams, Lorene Lovett and (Wednesday)at II a.m. at Bethel Cemetery, Gilbertsville. Rev. Gary
Louise Carr. Born April 14, 1918 in Calloway County, he was the Cruse officiated. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of
arrangements.
son of the late Lawson Fennell and Lucy Holt Fennell.
Mr. Moore, 92, Gilbertsville, died Sunday, March
Survivors include his wife, Livie Burkeen Fennell, to whom he
23, 2008, at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. A Navy vetwas married June 8, 1940, in Benton; one daughter, Linda L.
eran of World War II, he was a restaurant owner in
Fennell, Murray; two sons, Frank Fennell and wife, Judy, Griffin,
Chicago, Ill., and attended F.J. Reitz High School in
Ga., and Kenneth Fennell and wife, Linda F., Dexter; two sisters,
Evansville, Ind. Preceding him in death were his
Betty Goad, Michigan, and Gladys Cox, Paris, Tenn.; eight grandwife, Clara M. Stanfield Moore. one son, Paul David
children; 10 great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Young, his parents, Charles Moore and Mary Casella Mitchell
Moore, two sisters and four brothers. He was born in Evansville,
Chaise Lock Stubblefield
Ind.
The funeral for Charles Lock Stubblefield will be today
Survivors include two daughters, Linda Ago, South Holland,
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
and Carolyn Wess, Crowne Point, Ind.; two sons, John Moore,
Funeral Home. Virgil Hale, Robert Meredith and Andy Ervin will
Bradenton Beach, Fla., and Larry Allen Moore, Murray; daughterofficiate. Congregational singing will be held.
in-law, Margaret Young, Chicago, Ill.; one nephew, Dr. Andrew
Pallbearers will be Phil Morris, Brent Morris Jr., Moore, Evansville, Ind.
Larry Wright, Bobby Hall, Max Henry, J.W. Hall,
Owen Garrison and Krit Stubblefield, all nephews.
Earl Adams
Burial will follow in the Green Plain Cemetery.
A graveside service for Earl Adams was Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online
West Fork Baptist Church Cemetery in the Stella community of
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralCalloway County. Jason Fitzgerald officiated.
home.com
1
4Military rites were conducted by American Legion
Mr. Stubblefield. 84, Murray, died Monday
Post 26, Mayfield, at the gravesite. Byrn Funeral
March 24. 2008, at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Home, Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.
County Hospital.
Mr. Adams, 75, Mayfield, died Saturday, March
Stubblefield
An Army veteran of World War II, he had retired
22, 2008, at 11:35 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
i
liv.... after 30 years of service with the Murray Division of
He served as a T-4 Cpl. in the United States Army from 1952the Tappan Company. He had been a member of 1954. A retired UPS driver with 30 years of service, he was a memGreen Plain Church of Christ for over 60 years where ber of Coldwater Baptist Church.
----. he served as an elder, song leader and Sunday School
Preceding lum in death were his parents, Columbus and Ham
teacher. Born Dec. 16, 1923, in Calloway County, he Hargrove Adams, three brothers, Cody, Lowell and Don Rob
was the son of the late Robert Porter and Grace McClain Adams, and two sisters, June Parker and Myrna Rose. Survivors
Stubblefield. Also preceding him in death were a daughter-in-law, include his wife, Mrs. Vickie Adams, to whom he had been married
Gina Crabtree Stubblefield, three sisters, Altie Garrison, Marelle for 28 years, and one sister, Sue Bazzell.
Henry and Laurene Hall; one brother, Dyrus Stubblefield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marguritte White Stubblefield, Karl W. Sharp Sr.
to whom he was married April 18, 1947; two sons, Charles Kenny
Karl Wayne Sharp Sr.. 89, Johnson City, Tenn., died Sunday.
Stubblefield and wife, Gail, and Van David Stubblefield, one broth- March 23, 2008, at 8:20 a.m.
er, Billy Joe Stubblefield and wife, Joan, three grandsons, Mark,
He was a professor emeritus at East Tennessee State University
Adam and Lucas Stubblefield, sister-in-law, Oneta Morris and hus- s
and was the first chairman of the department of
band, Brent, and two brothers-in-law. Starkie Hall and M.W.(Dub)
accountancy. He had taught accounting at colleges in
Henry, all of Murray.
Virginia, Louisiana, Texas and Tennessee including
five years at University of Tennessee and 25 years at
Brad (Of Dad) Haugh
East Tennessee State University. He was a graduate
s
The funeral for Brad (01 Dad) Haugh will be Thursday at 1 p.m. of Steed College (Elizabethton College of Commerce) and the
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Judge James R. Redd University of Tennessee for his undergraduate and graduate degrees.
III and Rev. Clyde Miller will officiate. Burial will He also did additional graduate work at the Universities of
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Tennessee, Alabama and Texas. He was a former Certified Public
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to Accountant.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he was a member of the
9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Institute of CPAs, American Accounting Association,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance National Association of Accountants, and an honorary member of
Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Gamma Sigma and Phi Kappa Phi. In 2005 he
Service, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Haugh,54, Robertson Road South, Murray, received a College of Business and Technology Lifetime
died Sunday, March 23, 2008, at 11:46 p.m. at Achievement Award from East Tennessee State University. He was
of Baptist faith and a hobby beekeeper for over 70 years and a lifeThree Rivers Hospital, Waverly, Tenn.
A retired fire fighter for 24 years with the time member of the Tennessee Beekeepers Association.
Preceding him in death were his parents, J.K. (Sharper) Sharp
Murray Fire Department, he was working as a
Hough
paramedic for the Murray-Calloway County and Tracy Gross Sharp; one sister, Mabel Langridge; stepsisters,
Hospital Ambulance Service. A 1971 graduate of South Marshall Dora, Leota and Maude Sharp; and stepbrothers. George and
High School. he was a member of Cadiz United Methodist Church. Charles Sharp. Survivors include his wife, Melba Sue Sharp; three
He was born June 6, 1953, in Sullivan, Ind. His father, Charles sons, Wayne Sharp and wife, Sally, Knoxville. Tenn., and Neil
Sharp, Johnson City, Tenn.; one daughter, Linda Shoaff and husHaugh, preceded him in death.
Haugh,
to whom band, Ray, Leesburg, Va.; one brother, Jim Sharp and wife, Becky,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kelly Sanders
he was married Aug. 7, 1993, in Cadiz; four daughters, Allison Johnson City; four grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; niece.
Leigh Sanders and husband, Barry. Bowling Green, Rachel Leanne Betty Lacy; nephew, Gregory Story, Murray, Ky.; several other
Haugh and Emily Anderson and companion, Chris Mayfield, all of nieces and nephews. A memorial service will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
Murray, and Erica Beth Elliott and husband, Jack, Almo; two grand- in the chapel of Appalachian Funeral Home, Johnson City, where
children, James Bradley Sanders and Nathaniel Thomas Sanders, friends may call after 1 p.m. Thursday. Burial will be in the Happy
Valley Cemetery. Condolences may be left online at www.appfh.net
r both of Bowling Green; his mother. Barbara Haugh, Murray; one
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Karl W. Sharp
I sister, Klaska Wilson and husband, Richard, Indianapolis, Ind.; one
Excellence Scholarship, East Tennessee State
Accountancy
' brother, William C. Haugh and wife, Marilyn. Redondo. Calif.
University, Box 70712, Johnson City, TN 37614-1710

Probe underway into Miami
crane construction accident
MIAMI (AP) — Authorities
are investigating what caused a
section of construction crane to
plummet 30 floors into a home
that a contractor used for storage, killing two people in the
nation's second deadly crane
accident in 10 days.
The accident occurred at a
downtown Miami high-rise condominium Tuesday when workers tried to raise the crane section to extend the equipment's
reach, said
Miami
fire
spokesman Ignatius Carroll.
It fell 30 floors and smashed
through the Spanish-tiled roof
of a two-story house that was
the home of Cameron Diaz's
character in the movie "There's
Something About Mary." Five
workers were hurt, one critically.
Terrance Hennessy, 59, a
safety inspector for an insurance
company, died at the scene,
according to Miami police.
Jeremy Thornsbury, 21, of
Tamarac, died at a hospital.
police said.
The U.S. Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration had two investigators at the site.
A canine team that surveyed
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Murray, KY 42071

Invites You To Attend Our Gospel Meeting
With Stephen Rogers
From Evansville Indiana

March 30th

'Private Garden Patio Entrance
'Delicious Home Cooked Meals
'Daily Activities
*Fitness Center and Library
'Pets Welcome
'Facilitated Care Programs

931-232-0561
A RE-MENEM COMMUNITY

Because We Care!

7
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LEGAL NOTICE
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

In accordance with KRS 176.051, Kentucky's noxious weed law. the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet will destroy noxious weeds on state-owned
right of way at the request of the adjoining properly owner The noxious
weeds named in this law are Johnson grass. giant foxtail. Canada thistle,
nodding thistle. multiflora rose, black nightshade, wild cucumber and kudzu
Persons who own property adjacent to state nght of way and who are involved in eradication efforts on their property can submit a written application to the highway district office in their area Applications and addresses
for each district office can be obtained from state highway garages

:-Ttiatio4

-21r-4604

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

SUNDAY BIBLE CLASS - 9:30 A.M. "Christ In Your Home"
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP- 10:15 A.M. "Counting The Cost of Discipleship"
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9434 + 0.26
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- 0.32

BB& T
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21.91 - 036
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031
.................44.27 - 0.40

Merck

Bristol Myers Squibb —21.36 • 0.24
Caterpillar

+ 0.36

Chevron Texaco Corp-85.13 + 8.59
Daintier Chrysler

• 044
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• 0.08

Emit-Malta

+ 1.00

Ford Motor

6.05 + 0.05

General Electric....--37.12 • 0.15
Goers] Motors

April 3rd

investigators.

s Why Rose Ella?

Krim & Stratton _19.05 - 036

COLDWATER
CHURCH OF CHRIST
State Route 121 N •

the site of the more than 40story Biscayne Bay luxury
condo tower found no evidence
of any trapped people. Carroll
said.
The crane's main vertical
section was intact.
A 20-story crane toppled at a
New York City construction site
March 16, demolishing a fourstory town house and killing
seven people.
David Martinez, 31, a Miami
pipe-fitter, was on the fourth
floor of the condo building eating lunch Tuesday when the
crash occurred.
"It was like a small earthquake," he said. "We looked
outside, and we couldn't even
see." Martinez said it took several minutes for the dust to clear
so he could see what had happened.
Mary Costello, a senior vice
president for Bovis Lend Lease
Holdings inc., which was managing the construction, said the
accident occurred when a subcontractor was trying to raise
the crane section and it came
loose. She said the company
was cooperating fully with

19.89 - 846

Pepsico, Inc.

7135 + 0.01

Pfizer. Inc
Regions Financial

.20.66 • 0.12

Sthering-Plough
Sears Holding Corp ....

US Bancorp

Goodrich

+ 0.18

UST

Goodyear

X 81 - 8.21

IBM

- 1.14

Time %Sauter —........_....14.55 -034

GlasaSatithAline APR —4186- 1.81

HopFed Bank' —1236 B 13.48 A

• 0.79
I • 0.39

.34.16- 0.65
............

- 0.13

WellPoint Inc

4,5.83 + 0.03

Wal-Mart

S107 + 0.02

116.92 - 1.05

SUNDAY EVENING WORSHIP - 7:30 P.M. "Christian Living In An Un-Christian World"
MONDAY NIGHT - 7:00 P.M. "Importance Of The One And Only"
TUESDAY NIGHT - 700 P.M. "Crisis In The Church"
WEDNESDAY NIGHT - 7:00 P.M. "Jesus Our Example -- He Loved Fishing"
THURSDAY NIGHT.700 P.M. "Jesus Our Example -- He Prayed For Strength To Face
Terrifying Circumstances"

Potluck Meal Following AM Worship — All Are Invited

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-11)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 800.444-1854
Hairs: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 14-F
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Murray Elementary students earn rewards

Photo provided

Students pictured received the pawsitive reward on Feb 15.

Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives" throughout the week
receive special rewards. Students selected from each class
meet with the pnncipal, Janet
Caldwell, for a fun activity
every Friday afternoon.
Students selected for Feb.
15 were:
PI: John Humphrey, Mallory Moore, Michael Seavers.
Maleah Rivero, Gavin Hager
P2: Ian Jett, Garrett Griffin, Elise Eaton, Kennedy
Keller, Shae Sales, Coleman
Austin
P3: Emme Margie. Ethan
Back, Andrew Tharpe, Weston
Knight. Melody Sheets
P4: Maddie Waldrop. Clay
Ohnemus, Zac Boardman,
Wendy Waltrip, Garrett Becker

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

MSU Speech and Debate
Union plans event Thursday

rd9

Murray State University Speech and
Debate Union will present 'The Provost
Premiere Tournament of Champions' on
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Wrather Museum auditorium. This will feature a debate
on the subject, This House WW Abolish
AU Extra Credit Opportunities at Murray
State University" between White and Clark
vs. Regents and Hester colleges.
Guest judges will be Judge Bill Cunningham, Paducah Commissioner Robert
Jo's
A. Coleman, Lisa DeRenard, attorney, Dr.
Datebook Brian
Clardy, MSU assistant professor, and
By Jo Bunceen
Avery-Meriwether, coordinator at
Re'Nita
Community
Center. The public is invited.
Curtis
MSU
Editor

TOPS Chapter will meet

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469
will met Thursday a 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Callow Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129 or 210-4173.

American Legion Post will meet

Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post 073 will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the new American Legion Hall at 310
Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. All veterans are
invited. For information call Commander Duane Brown at 2276652 or 753-8985.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child
or young adult through death. For more information contact
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at I731-498-8324.

Project Graduation plans promotion
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Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
a rebate day today from 5 p.m. to closing at Nick's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
group.
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Relay for Life team plans promotion
Pella Relay for Life team will have a rebate night from 5
to 9 p.m. Thursday at Mr. Gatti's.

Relay for Life teams plans events
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Relay for Life Teams of McKinney Insurance Services, Inc.,
and Froggy 103.7 will sponsor a "Dinner with Confederate
Railroad and Cody McCarver- tonight at 7:30 at the Murray
State University Lovett auditorium. Dinner tickets include front
row seats and dinner at Vitello's. For more information and
tickets call McKinney Insurance Services. Inc. at 753-3500.
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Photo prowled

Students attending the Fine Arts competition from Eastwood Christian Academy were, front
row. Hannah Lovett, Caitlin Bradley. Allie McCartney, Izel Leon, Alison Reifel, Victoria Crum,
Aaron Thompson. second row. Lucas Jones. JoBeth Scott, Mynah Snyder, Paige VanPelt.
Caleb Batts, Jessi Harrell, Seth Waggoner. Jason Esau. back row. Aaron Cook, Matt Pruitt.
Andrew Esau, Zachary Stewart Brandon Reeves and Jeff Harrell

Eastwood Christian Academy students
win awards in competition at Louisville
Students from Easte.oud
Christian Academy participated in a Bible. Music. Speech.
An and Academic Competition
in Louissilk March LA and
14 There were user 600
wants from grades 4-12 The
winners tromthe acaderm, were
as laity.%

Fine Arts Awards - Eledm••••

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEAD START,
EARLY HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION/SCREENINGS
First Floot Alexander Hall MSU (16th Street)
270-809-3262
(New Applicants) Friday. March 28th, 2008 from 8-4
(Appointments Only)
Please call 809-3262 for on appointment to register
and have your child screened
Registration for Preschool Returning children is
scheduled for Fndoy. Apnl Ilth, 2008 from 8-3
EL'GIBILTREQUIREMENTS FOR

tutelary - Female vocal solo. Esau. all second: Bible TeachAlison Reifel. second: Small ing and Poetry Writing. Paige
Vocal Ensemble. Reifel and Vic- Van Pelt, both third; Poetry
toria Waggoner. third: Large Writing. Jason Esau. third, DigVocal Ensemble. Reifel. Wag- ital Media and Woodworking.
goner. Izel Leon and Clarissa Lucas Jones, both first: Seth
Roberts. third: Allie McCart- Waggoner. third.
Senior High - Topical
ney. Victoria ('rum and HanPreaching. Matt Pruitt. third:
nah Lovett:
Sacred piano solo. Hannah Sniall vtx:al Ensemble. MynLovett. String Solo, Victoria ah Snyder, JoBeth Scott and
Waggoner. Testiles. Victoria Caitlin Bradley. third, and
(*rum. and Sword DnIls. Han- Andrew Esau. Jason Esau and
nah Lovett. all first. Color Pen- MattPruitt: Color Photograpy.
cil Drawing, lid Leon, third: JoBeth Scott. second; Digital
Photographry. Kayla Andrus.
Retie!. second:
Grammar. Reifel. and Math. second: Biology. Brandon
Levi Frederick. first, Selene. Reeves. US History. Chris
Leon. second, Roberts. third. Barnes. and Music Theory.
History. Roberts. first. and Rebecca Farley. all third: ReliLeon. second. Creative Writ- gious Reading, Snyder. first,
ing. Roberts adn Leon. tied Duet Acting. Matt Pruitt and
Andrew Esau, third: Spelling
tor second
Junior High - Sacred Piano Bee. Jeff Harrell. first: Poetry
Solo. less! Harrell. ,New Tes- Writing. JoBeth Scott, third.
tament. Aaron "took. and Crafts. Andcw Esau. second
Humorous Interpretation. Jason

You are invited to the

10th Anima
Nittiams Chapel
S1,1,in6Sin6

'Age Rye. or Its/ by October 2008
'Ouolifie for ncome guidelines (tour yea olds must meet school
district s free meal guidelines three year olds must meet Federa
Poverty Guidelines)
'Cecitety chlicten we be eltgat)le regarciess or income
:Cr/Ai:pen who turn three dumg the 2008 2009 schooi year and
meet daabeN guideines mar enter 'Tie fxoctfern on the,
thrd birthday
*TUtion °Oben may be chola:se
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START

Locating of Progran MSU Alexander Hal Mk Eats/ Chad Cot,Center cind PUN Strmson Chia Development Center

For taformatioa Call: 1094212 or 109-5431

Calloway County Extension Family & Consumer Sciences
Program Advisory Council will meet Friday from 9 to II a.m.
at the Calloway County Extension office. All members are
encouraged to attend. For information contact La Dawn Hale
at 753-1452.

Golf clinics planned at Miller
Miller Memorial Golf Course is preparing to start its golf
clinics for the spring. The Junior Golf Clinic will begin on
Monday. April 14. at 5 p.m. and the Ladies Golf Clinic will
be on Thursday evenings beginning April 17 at 5:15 p.m. Each
clinic will run for six weeks. Instruction will be tailored to
the individuals golfing ability and experience. For more information about the fees or to sign up, call the Pro Shop at 8092238.

Safe Driver Class Saturday
An AARP Safe Dnver class will be Saturday from 8 a.m.
until mid-afternoon in the fellowship hall of First Christian
Church. This will be sponsored by Henry Insurance Agency.
To enroll call the agency at 753-9935 or Gordon Loberger at
753-6783.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program,
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church For information or for a nde call 753-1834.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Smith Family and Grace Abounds Quartet. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory bound@ hotmail.com

CCHS Class of 1973 plans meeting

PRESCHOOL HEAD START

'Pregnant *omen
'Intcrh crld Todclen Apes Beth to
'Must Meer Federal Poverty Gutdeline'
Please 8ring For both Programs
s Codified BIM Centecate
•
'Proof of income 2007 tax return
(W2 terns) K TAP Chid Support
Sacial SecuRty or SSI MSU Grant,
Schukalso riormation etc
'Social Security cad of chid
VeclIcal Cad or nuance Card
Cutteldv Documentation II acciecabie
'

Advisory Council will meet

March 28th, 2008
7 p.m.
Singing, Refreshments,
More Singing

S

Located 7.5 miles west
of Murray on Hwy. 94

Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will hold an
organizational meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m. at The Big Apple.
All classmates interested in making plans for the upcoming
35th reunion are encouraged to attend. For more information
contact Gale Broach Cornelison at 293-9333 or Steve Bailey
at 392-3161.

Woman's Club to meet Thursday
Murray Woman's Club will recognize winners of the Club
Women Arts and Crafts, and Student Poetry and Short Story
contests at its general meeting on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
club house Also awards will be presented to the club's Volunteer of the Year. newcomer of the Year, and clubwoman of
the Year. A short business meeting will be held after the presentation of awards and the reception with refreshments being
served Hostesses will be members of the Alpha and Theta
Departments. For information call Gale Vinson. first vice president at 753-5452.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the
247-8095.

will be at the Calloway
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information tall 753-8419 Or 1-877-447-2004
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Winston and Staley

Jimmie and Marilyn Phelps

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Cavitt

Jimmie and Marilyn Phelps of Benton will celebrate their
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Cavitt will celebrate their 60th wedding
wedding anniversary on Sunday. April 6.
50th
on
children
anniversary with an open house given by their
couple was married April 6, 1958 at the home of Lake
The
Saturday, April 5, 2008, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the couple's
Riley who officiated at the ceremony. Their attendants were
home at 1514 Oxford Drive, Murray.
Martena Freeman and Travis Dawes.
All friends and relatives are invited. The family requests
.
Mrs. Phelps, the former Marilyn Smith, is a homemaker and
, that guests not bring gifts.
the daughter of the late Brooks and Kathryn Smith of BrewThe couple was married April 3 1948, in Corinth. Miss., ers.
by Bro. Kirk Blankenship.
Mr. Phelps is a retired mechanic of Air Products, Calvert
They have one son, Mickey Cavitt of Murray; and two
City. He is the son of the late George (Moss) and Hallie
daughters, Diana Hale of Marion. Ark., and Vicki Moffitt of
Phelps of Benton.
Springfield, Tenn.; five grandchildren: Kerry Hale of HughThey have three daughters, Pat McKinney, Paducah, Pam
Goode
Cassandra
Tenn.,
,
Clarksville
of
es. Ark.. Doug Burton
, Benton, and Paula Boling, Calvert City, and five
Thompson
Fla.,
Springs,
of Searcy, Ark., Emily Williams of Green Cove
ren.
grandchild
and Ceci Varnell of Nashville, Tenn. Their family also includes
Their children will host a reception at the Palma Fire Stanine great-grandchildren.
tion on Ky. Hwy. 95, on Sunday. April 6. from 1:30 to 3:30
Mrs. Cavitt, the former Joanne Overby, is the daughter of p.m.
the late Curtis and Kathleen Overby and is retired from The
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests
Peoples Bank. She is a member of the Glendale Road Church that guests not bring gifts.
Murray
of Christ. active in the Music Department of the
Woman's Club and sings with The Missing Links quartet.
Mr. Cavitt, a retired building contractor, is the son of the
late Brinkley and Ruth Nanny. He is a member of the First
Baptist Church and is active in the Murray Kiwanis Club.

Alcoholics
Anonymous
meetings

Murray Woman's Club
participating in campaign are listed
'or the'Community-based
"mueray woman's ChM 'ha's
Mentoring program and over
100 more children on the waiting list.
An independent study indicated children who are matched
with a Big Brother or Big Sister are 52 percent less likely
to skip school and 46 percent
less likely to start using drugs
and alcohol than children from
single parent families without
a match. Local children report
a WORLD of difference in
their lives since they have been
matched with their "BIGs".
Those who would like to
make an individual contribution to this worthy program
through the Murray Woman's
Club (as part of the MWC total),
mail to the Wortham t her
home address listed in the club
program book.

Murray Alcoholics Anon.mous holds meeting at 615
South 12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday,4 p.m., closed.
no smoking, !2 & 12 Study;
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking, 8 p.m. open, Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no smoking; Wednesday, II a.m. closed.
no smoking. 6 p.m., closed,
ladies meeting. 8 p.m., smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking; Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking; Friday. 8 p.m. open.
smoking, new comers; Saturday. 8 p.m. open, smoking.
speaker meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320. Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.

10th anniversary fundraiser planned
at Carson Four Rivers Center in May
dinners, tick-

PADUCAH, Ky. — The
10TH Anniversary of the Carson Center Wine Tasting & Auction will be Thursday. May IS.
in the Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center for the first time,
and will be followed by a Vintner's Dinner on May 16.
Vintners from StoneFly
Vineyard and Elkhorn Peak
-Cellars, from Napa Valley.
• Calif.. will participate in both
events. Proceeds will support
performing arts and education
at the Carson Center, the
region's non-profit performing
• arts center. The Center. located in historic downtown Paducah. has been visited by half
a million children, youth, and
• adults since its opening in 2004.
Reservations may be made
for single tickets or groups of
,8 or more for one or both
events by calling (270) 4439932, ext. 240 or 241. Those

•
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Anniversaries

been asked to participate in
the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
(BBBS)Buddy Campaign again
this year, according to Tracey
Wortham. club president. The
campaign is off to a strong start..
In 1996. a group of concerned, local citizens (including the Murray Woman's
Club!!) discovered there was
a huge need for a mentoring
program for children from single parent families and other
children facing overwhelming
challenges in Murray/Calloway
County and they started the
Big Brothers Big Sisters program.
The program has grown
steadily and it now has 100
children matched with a caring, adult mentor through the
Breakfast Clubs at Schools,
School-based Mentoring pro-

-

attending the Wine Tasting &
Auction have the option of
purchasing tickets to a new
Grand Tasting at which guests
will meet the Napa Valley vintners. Guests also will taste the
vintner's best wines, and learn
about the making of Napa Valley wines and what distinguishes them from European wines.
The Wine Tasting & Auction on Thursday. May IS, will
be in locations throughout the
Carson Center. Auction items
will include a progressive dinner at some of Paducah's loveliest homes, trips to Napa Valley and Florida, a 4th of July
party on the Carson Center terrace, a children's birthday party
at the Carson Center. a parent
and child fishing outing. a "Stay,
Play. Get-away" package at
Harrah's Metropolis Casino and
Hotel, indoor premium box seating at Churchill Downs, a pri-

vate wine tasting,
ets to sports and cultural events.
collectible wines, original art.
jewelry, and much more.
Artisan Kitchen will cater the
Vintner's Dinner on Friday, May
16. The gourmet dinner will feature multiple courses paired
with wines. The vintners and
chef will provide brief comments on each course.

CHECK
US OUT
ON THE
WEB
AT

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Winston of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Amanda Nicole Winston, to Raymond
M. Staley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Staley of New York
City and Spotsylvania, Va.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Nanci Conaway and
Harvey Conaway of Murray and Dr. Ray Winston of Obion
County, Tenn.
Miss Winston is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County Hit
School.
Mr. Staley is a 2003 graduate of Courtland High Schonl,
Spotsylvania. He is currently serving with the 101st Airborne
Division in the 5-101 Aviation Brigade in Operation Enduring
Freedom in Kandahar, Afghanistan.
The wedding will be Thursday. May 22, 2008 at Pattils
1890's Settlement, Grand Rivers. Invitations will be sent.

SUBSCRIBEBY CALLING 753-1916

Serendipity
on the Square

*Sunglasses

*Handbags

•Jeweirs9

*Watches

*Home

*bathing
Suits

Decor

• And More!

(270) 761-BAGS (2247)
109 S. 4th St. • Court Square • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-2

w.murrayledgencom

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
• Health
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Care

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau

• .1
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Should cost be factor in cancer treatment?1
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Wnter
N.ASHINGTON rAPI —
1,iu've just been diagnosed with
,ancer. and the doctor is discussing treatment options.
Should the cost he a deciding
Lictor!
Chemotherapy costs are rising so dramatically that later this
,car. oncologists will get their
I i i NI guidelines on how to have a
!Login talk with patients about
1.1; affordability of treatment
,hoices. a topic too °flat sidestepped.
-These are awkward discussions.- says Dr. Allen Lichter of
the American Society of Clinical
Ottcology. which is writing the
giticlelines. "At least we can
hirg this out in the open.:It's a particular issue for
pitients whose CalfICCT Calft he
clired but who are seeking both
il longest possible survival and
hest quality of life -- and
t
it1y he acutely aware that gainii precious months could mean
h krupting their families.
The prices can he staggenng.
Consider There are two equally
effective options to battle
metastatic colon cancer, the kind
spreading through the body —
hut one costs $61),(10) more than
the other. says Dr. Leonard Salt/
oi. Memorial Sloan-Kettering
('ancer Center.
% hat's the difference'' The
cheaper one. innotecan. causes
hair loss that makes it impossible for people trying to keep a
ioh to hide their cancer treat!Tient. he explains The pricier
osaliplatin can cause nerve
damage in hands and feet that
might make it a worm: 4,1)11011

High cost of treating cancer
Since 19.the ono of ifeabry caner nas risen COniirlousty
rswig $72 I Neon in 2004
Av
Medicare permits',
Cancer treatment spending
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for, say. a musician or computer
worker.
Saltz offers a tougher example: A drug for pancreatic cancer
— an especially deadly cancer
with few treatment options -can cost S4.000 a month. Yet
while Tarceva has offered some
help.
remarkable
people
research suggests that extra survival on average is a few weeks.
Is it a good investment, a
high-risk investment, or buying
a lottery ticket" is how Saltz
puts these choices.
Drug pnces are a growing
issue for every disease, especially for people who are uninsured.
But cancer sticker shock is hitting hard now, as a list of more
advanced biotech drugs have
made treatment rounds costing
S100.000, or even more, no
longer a rarity. Also, patients are
living longer, good news but
meaning they need treatment for

longer periods. The cost of cancer care is rising 15 percent a
year. Lichter notes.
Make no mistake: Some of
these newer drugs have greatly
helped some patients —
Gleevec. for example, has revolutionized care for a type of
leukemia — and the prices
reflect manufacturers' years of
research and development
investment.
Also, drug companies do
donate a certain amount of medication to prescription-assistance programs that provide
them for free to patients who
otherwise couldn't pay. Since
2005. nearly 5 million people —
cancer patients and people with
other diseases — have been
matched to such programs
through the drug industry's
"Partnership for Prescription
Assistance.But few patients get a

a

AP •
Helen Geiger sits in her kitchen with her husband Thomas, Saturday, in Whiting, N.J. Is it worth
$20,000 to extend a cancer patient's life by, say, a month or two? It's an awful question often
side-stepped in doctors offices. Later this year, oncologists are to get guidelines that for the :
first time will encourage straight talk with their patients about chemotherapy costs _ not just for
last-ditch cases or the uninsured, but for everyone.
Gleevec-style home run. and the same level of enthusiasm," feeling the bite as patients are
there's very little research that says Dr. Neal J. Meropol of having to shoulder a higher porChase tion of the bill.
Fox
directly compares competing Philadelphia's
When Medicare began its
treatments to guide cancer Cancer Center, who is leading
patients on which might offer the panel writing ASCO's new Part D prescription coverage. 1
the best shot at survival for the guideline on how to weigh treat- retiree Helen Geiger of Whiting.
N.J., paid for a premium plan
ment costs.
money.
The idea: treat cost essential- and put it to good use when she I
"As long as a therapy provides a benefit, it will tend to be ly as another side effect to weigh was diagnosed with multiple.
offered to patients. Whether it's in choosing a therapy. Meropol myeloma, a blood cancer. She;
j
a small benefit or a moderate has watched patients do those said the plan listed the cost of•
benefit, it may be offered with calculations on their own, like her dose of Thalomid at $5,500 a
the colon cancer patient who month but her copay was $60 a;
asked to switch from oral chemo month.
In renewing the prescription
to cheaper but more laborious
intravenous chemo, or the plan last year, the 71-year-old
woman who refused a pricey Geiger didn't notice that
anti-nausea drug that would Thalomid coverage had been
make her chemo more bearable. changed. It now was classified a
Even if doctors want to dis- specialty drug, costing a $1,051
monthly copay that she couldn't
"4:Mil cost. they may not know it
*
it's not included in treatment afford. She went several months
standards. At a meeting of the without the anti-cancer pills, as
National her doctors at Philadelphia's
standard-setting
Comprehensive Care Network Fox Chase Cancer Center and
earlier this month, Sloan- her family appealed to the insurKettenng's Saltz and other doc- er and then scoured charities in
tors urged adding chemo prices hopes of finding her free or •.•
cheaper drug.
to those treatment guidelines.
"You don't need this kind of
"If there's a need to spend it,
let's talk about it. If we can do it stress when you're sick,- says
just as well less expensively, I Geiger, who finally stumbled
think doctors should know that onto a prescription assistance
Sant Thomas Hospital and Baptist
and be able to make a decision." program that provided her free
medicine.
Saltz says.
Hospital havecome together to create
Even the well-insured are
Saint Thomas Heart, Nashville's SI heart

orl

3

it4.4

tlif.

ict
lei
ta

NashEilks41 ranked
hcart program.

program as ranked by HeatthGrades
Saint Thomas Heart offers complete
cardiac services, from the treatment of
chest pain, to minimally :nvasive surgical
procedures that provide quicker recoveries
and fewer complications With over 20
regional locations, Saint Thomas Heart
offers greater access and the experience
that comes wrth seeing more heart
patients than anyone in Tennessee
lagether ae one.
NeedAeOneeem

Ford joins staff at
Murray-Calloway
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital welcomed HW Ford,
M.D., General Practitioner, as a
member of the medical staff at
the hospital.
Dr. Ford has over 20 years
experience in the field of occupational medicine.
Dr. Ford graduated from
Murray State University with an
undergraduate degree and completed his medical degree at the
Louisville
of
University
Medical School. He finished one
year of a surgical residency program at the St. Louis County
Hospital and completed an additional mini-residency at the
University of Cincinnati in
Occupational Health.
Dr. Ford is a member of the
of
Association
Nmerican

ANA/OUA/Cf
YOUR SPEC/41
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753-1916
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a

DL NW Ford
Medical Review Officer,
American Medical Association
and the Kentucky Medical
Association.
Dr. Ford resides in Benton
and is married to his wife it 51)
years, Beverly Brawner Ford
Their children include: Kenneth
Ford, M.D. and wife Beverk
Bruce Ford, and wife Aleci.:
Jerry Ford. M.D. and wife. Ca
Hal Ford. M.D. and wife Anita
Ford. M.D. and 10 grandchildren.
Dr. HW Ford will be the lead
the
physician
in
new
Occupational Medicine off lc
located in the MCCH Medical
Arts Building at 300 South 8th
Street. Suite 376 West. 111 office hours are Monday
through Fnday from 8:(K) am to
4:30 pm.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment. call
762-1526.
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School winners of the inaugural Steve McReynolds Character Essay Contest
Murray

Ledger & Firms

East winners for the Steve McReynolds Character School Essay Contest are Brandy Mason,
Whitney Todd and Ally DeShields with writing teacher Susan Miles.
Murray High School winners included Allison Doyle. Deangelo Foster, Marvin Johnson and
Nolan Jackson.

North Calloway winners are Allison Manning, Leticia Nunez and Kamden Pnce.

Murray Middle School winners included Paige Drew, John Koelsch, Jantzen Sparks, Abby
Gibson and Haley Stewart.

6,141ak
Southwest
is
Pictured
Elementary winner, Cody
Starks.

Zmallovwfwe.
eorotaitt wee,
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Pictured are Calloway County Middle Schol winners Joia Pool
and Mason Swift

koompteetAAe
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REMEMBER ALSO
TO CHECK US
Pictured are Calloway County High Schol winners Jessiuca Torsak and Erin Towery.

Murray Elementary winner is Faith Thornton shown with P4
teacher Genese Reid.
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Missile parts mistakenly shipped to Taiwan
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The U.S. military's shipment to
Taiwan was supposed to be helicopter batteries.
But when the boxes arrived
in fall 2006 they contained eketrical fuses used in missile warheads, and it took the Pentagon
nearly two years to figure out
the mix-up. The shipment did
not contain nuclear materials.
On Tuesday, the shipment to
Taiwan of four of the classified
uses for an intercontinental ballistic missile set off a broad
investigation into the security of
Pentagon weapons, and raised
concerns over U.S. relations
with China, which vehemently
opposes U.S. AIMS sales to
Taiwan
Despite quarterly checks of
the inventory, defense officials
said they never knew the fuses
were gone. Only after months of
discussions with Taiwan over
the missing battenes did the
Pentagon finally realize — late
last week ---the gravity of what
had happened.
Once the error was discovered, the military quickly recov-

Join the club.

•MtWONINI.-

NOM

AP
A U S Army Sgt Cole Weih, 27, from Dubuque. Iowa is
framed in a doorway as he patrols in Mosul, Iraq Tuesday.
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Bush to consult
with Pentagon
advisors on Iraq
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hippo and quit Lei reiliit lions tould help maintain the health of the
entire aimed I,.ites
The president is due to gise spec. h Thursday in Ohio on the
situation in Iraq nits Is a follow up to a
politital and et
Teeth last ,ACck t s. llsifir on ir, ent security gains in the war.
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in an unclassified area, rather
than a classified section where
they belonged.
In August 2006, the cylindrical containers — measuring
nearly 33 inches high and
almost 19 inches in diameter —
were sent to the government of
Taiwan. There they were placed
in storage. U.S. officials said.
At some point in 2007
exactly when is not clear
Wynne said that Taiwanest
authorities notified U.S. officials that they did not get the
batteries they had ordered.
Discussions ensued for months.
during which, "we, on our side,
thought we were talking about
different sorts of batteries. There
was an effort to resolve and to
reimburse them," said Henry.
Finally, late last week, U.S.
military officials realized what
had been shipped to Taiwan and
worked immediately to get the
fuses back. They have now been
recovered. The director-general
of Taiwan's armaments bureau
said the Pentagon originally
asked Taiwan to dispose of the
sensitive missile parts.

ered the four fuses. How it hap- U.S. policies on arms sales to
pened, and whether the incident Taiwan have changed.
Taiwan, which split from
constitutes a violation of any
treaty or agreement governing China amid civil war in 1949, is
international sales of missile the most sensitive issue in U.S.technology, were lingering China relations. Chinese officials repeatedly complained
questions.
At a hastily called news con- about U.S. arms sales to Taiwan
ference Tuesday, Ryan Henry, during meetings with Gates in
the No. 2 policy official in Beijing last fall. The U.S. insists
Robert it only provides weapons that
Defense Secretary
Gates' office, said President would allow Taiwan to defend
Bush as well as Chinese leaders itself.
Beijing claims Taiwan as its
were informed of the mistake —
an error Henry called intolera- own and has threatened to attack
should the self-governing island
ble.
"I can not emphasize force- make its de facto independence
fully enough how strong the sec- formal. Washington has hunted
retary feels about this matter and that it would go to war to protect
how disconcerting it is to him," Taiwan.
The nearly two-year saga of
Henry told reporters. He added
that in an organization the size the fuse shipment began in
of the Defense Department there August 2006.
According to Air Force
will be mistakes, but that -they
cannot be tolerated in the arena Secretary Michael Wynne, the
in strategic systems, whether fuses, contained in four large
they are nuclear or only associ- shipping containers, had been
ated equipment, as was in this sent from F.E. Warren Air Force
Base in Wyoming to a Defense
case.In a comment directed at the Logistics Agency warehouse at
Chinese concerns, Henry said Hill Air Force Base in Utah. The
the error does not suggest that containers apparently ended up
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Austin and Melanie Crow protest the war in Iraq Tuesday
afternoon along North 16th Street
ERIC WALKERtedger &

•Peaceful protest ...
From Front
and Demo% tans tandidates Hillary Clinton and
John %1st
Barask fharna thc net essity of the war may he re-esamined
hisCain has said he supports tontinued insiilsement in the war on
tenor. while t union and I Kitila base discussed withdrawal plans
foir l S troops
liossescr. other issues sush as the economy and fuel ost. have
i,srstuitl.'wnl Iraq as the niain situaditirt fat mg the t ountry
1)usall said it's a "50/30" chance ot weighing on the mind'. of
%T4C1S T TOW the primary and general elet.tions
"I feel that if it hadn't been for the war. the economy would he
in better shape ihan it is Now. 0111 grantkhildren are going to hese
iii pay for it
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check

the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger 8 Times wel be
responstie for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported rnmediately so correcticns can
be made
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Legal
Notice

NOTICE TO
CALLOWAY COUNTY
TAXPAYERS
Sheriff William E. Marcum and the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, pursuant to KRS 424.330 would like to
announce that the 2007 Delinquent Tax List, 2007
property taxes will be published in the Murray Ledger
and Times on Wednesday, April 2nd, 2008 on one
occasion only. The list of uncollectible delinquent taxes
is also available for public inspection during normal
business hours (Mon.-Fri.) 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. at
the Sheriff's office at 304 Maple St., Murray, KY. The
delinquent tax list can also be viewed on the internet
website www.etaxfiles.com The tax sale will be held
Monday, April 21st, 2008 at 10 a.m. at the Calloway
County Sheriff's office at 304 Maple Street, Murray,
KY. If you have any questions you may call the tax
department at(270) 753-3151.
z
Sealed Bids will be received by the Murray Electric
System at 401 Olive Street, PO Box 1095 Murray,
KY 42071 until 1 30 pm, Wednesday April 2nd,
2008 for i 1! 15kv Metal Clad Switch Gear. For
details please contact the Murray Electric System
270-782-1709
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020

INVITATION TO BID:

*Ike
POND Stocking?
Thurs, VII The Fish
Truck will be at SS
Murray from 11.3012:00 8 Henry
Farmers Co-op 10:301115 1-800-335-2077
Or
www.kyflstitruck.com

YOUI
SPRING CREEK

' THANK

volunteers, employees
& staff for your caring, kindness
and highest p4ofessional
standards. After recovery & rehab
our loved one is home again.

Many thanks, Henry T

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own flak. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
060
lisipSsd

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC
AUCTION
win be held on
Saturday
March 29th
at 910. OAM
AAA Miniortorage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Unita 46, 4R & 112

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
hPM on the
I si Sat of the month
CINNIk us Out
on tINI Wobl

wwifi.MUfray1041M1111

ALL around person to
a very busy retail store
telephone, retail sales
customer service very
important, lifting or
moving heavy obiects,
computer/office skills.
HS degree, resume
(270)759required
4979 Call for amt.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7.00PM
only

Hsb Mobil
DAY
BARTENDER,
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee
Good pay for the right
person 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
Bnng
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796
BUSY medical office
has opening for a parttime LPN. RN arid NP.
Forward resume with
three references to:
Box
1040-0
P.O.
Murray, KY 42071
BUSY medical office
has opening for a full
time LPN and NP.
Forward resume to.
1040-G.
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.
DO you lova working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
needed.
DRIVER
Class A CDL a must.
Minimum 2-yrs experience Local work for 3
months. OTR within
500 miles rest of year.
Home every weekend
8 some weeknights.
(270)227-0872

060
lisip Wanks!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwort.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
Ohio website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the yobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
US if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
tot) listings Thank you
DRIVERS A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience/ No Problem'
Werner Enterprises
ext
800-346-2818
150.
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine, Paducah.
KY, seeking NP, excellent benefits Fax CV
resume to:
(270)444-8332
NOW tatting applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drivis-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

060

060
Hag Wanlad

a
CHARGE
for
FULL
LOOKING
ACCOUNTING
Summer lob? Come
CLERK, full-time posi- loin our crew on the
Pans,TN.
Kenlake
in
at
tion
water
degree
Accounting
Marina. Cindy's On
not
but
preferred
The Barge, hiring full
required. 2 years coland part-time waitresslege and 3 years es and grill cooks.
accounting/bookkeepMust work weekends
experience
ing
Ask for Mike or Cathy
Additional (270)474-2245.
required.
requirements. MASONS wanted, full
Experience with AR, time or PT needed
month-end Call
payroll,
at
Rodney
financials. and compe- (270)759-5585
tent in MS Excel. Must
NOW Hiring. Apply in
demonstrated
have
person only. Holiday
skills for managing
Inn Express Hwy 641
accurate records of
N. Murray
functions.
these
Position requires expeOTR drivers needed
nence in dealing with
wages
Competitive
and/or
confidential
and benefits Home
sensitive information
every 2 weeks. Must
to:
resume
Send
have Class A CDL with
Resources,
Human
minimum 3 years 0113
P.O. Box 1262, Pads,
Clean
experience
TN 38242 or e-mail
MVR.(800)468-6087
resume to. acctingPART time RN needed
QM3129MALCQM
for busy medical office
with potential for full
HELP wanted front
time Send resume to:
desk and housekeepP.O. Box 1040-E
ing Apply in person at
Super 8. 9am-3pm.
PART-T1ME apartment
FT/PT
SEEKING
receptionist. Excellent
people, computer 8
typing skills and able to
learn new software
Mail
applications
resumes to P0 Box
1040-F. Murray, KY
42071

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Nab ilhaled

Maintenance.
Experience with
repairs, painting.
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
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CIASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday, March 24, 2008

(

ildIdONWRALTH OF KENT1
COURT OF JUSTICE

Murray Ledger & Times

The Murray Board of Education is seeking qualified
applicants for the following position:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

Kt

COURT OF JUSTICE

HEAD START DIRECTOR

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CA1J40WAY CIRCUIT COURT

Cord Action No 06-CI-00490

Civil Action No 06-C1-00453
S BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AS TRUSTEE

PLAINTIFF

THE CIT GROUP/CONSUMER FINANCE, EN(',

AITN PAYMENT PROCESSING

Minimum five years experience in supervisory/administrative
position in human services programs. Experience in managing
programs for young children and program planning preferred.

4451 HAMMOND AVENUE.
VS NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

WATERLOO IA 50701

STACY WASHBURN

VS NOTI('E OF SALE

UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF STACY WASHBURN
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS I, LLC, AND

DANA L HARADER. a/k/a DANA HARADER,
a/bJa DANA LYN FlARADER.
DEFENDANTS

CITY OF MI'MAY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 26. 2008, in the above caw., to sandy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $167.001 IS. I shall proceed to offer for
aide at the County...0e

Master's Degree in Early Childhood Education, Elementary
Education, Social Work, Human Services Administration or
Educational Administration preferred.

door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentuck‘

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CAL!))WAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue an Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount m1340,938 67. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,

to the highest bidder at public auction on Friday,
April 4. 20014, at the hour of 10(X)•In . local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being
311 Oakdale Drive. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as

April 4, 2008, at the hour of 1000•in, local time, or thereabout the following
descnbed property located an Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being
157 Almo Road. Almo, KY 42020, and being more particularly described as fol

Program planning, management; grantsmanship; staff supervision; planning, organizing, and delegating tasks; working collaboratively and cooperatively with community organizations
and individuals from a variety of backgrounds; sound judgment;
good oral and written communication required.
The Head Start Director is responsible for directing the dayto-day administration and management of the Head Start prograin providing services in partnership with school districta,
colleges, and child care providers throughout western Kentucky.
Interested persons may request an application from
the Murray Head Start office (270) 753-6031, and submit
to:

lows

follow.
Lot No 6 in Block 3 of the Meadow Wood Subdivision to the Town of Murray
Kentucky aa shown by plat recorded in Plat Book 2, Page II, and by revised plat
recorded in Plat Book 3 Page 8, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
l'he above-described lot is wild and conveyed subret to all restrictions,
covenant. etc . as stated on the Plat of the Meadow Wood Subdivision as shown
by Plat recorded in Plat Book 2 Page ILnow Slide II. and by the replat of said
subdivision recorded in I'lat Book 3. Page 6, in the Office of the Calloway County

4 East. and

being further described as follows

Applications must be received by April 17, 2008.

Commencing at an iron pin on the Southwest right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway 464 (Kirkaey-Almo Road. said point being the Northeast corner of the
Aubrey Mart Estate, thence along said right-of-way line South 53 deg 08 30'

Being the game property conveyed to Doris Lyn flarader, single by ,irtue ii
deed from William C Horner, et uz dated October 30. 2003. recorded in Deed
Hook 521 Page 176 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Thence South 45 deg 25 18' West 241491'to an iron pm.
Thence North 44 deg 34 42' West 17500' to an iron pan.
Thence, North 45 deg 25 18' East '24691 to the point of beginning

the pun-hase price and execute bond with good and aufficient surety for the
remainder, bearing interred at 12't per annum from the date of sale until paid
and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall he retained on the

Stacy Washburn obtained the above-described property pursuant to the Affidavit
of Descent of Ardath Jane Brandon isillinz Ardath Mart Brandon I. dated

v•iorVITI laze.
This 7th day f March. 201,01
Respectfully submitted,

This tract contains 1 00 acres

February 22. 2000. of record in Book 339, Page 644, in the office
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold by the Master Commissioner on thc
hams of cash or credit of sixty 160i days. but if sold on • credit of sixty 160i days
the purchaser shall deposit with the Commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the pur
haer price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder
hearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of male until paid, and fully
due and payable within sixty days A lien shall he retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commissioner. but the property shall be bold subrct to the 20014 ad valorem

MAX W PARKER
Master Communing,

Circuit Court

tale.

1•01.1iT OF JUSTICE

Respectfully submitted,

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

MAX W PARKER

Civil Action No 06-11140227

Master Commiasorher
Calloway Circtut Court

or

IIIIISIVCKY
COMMONWEALTH
COURT OF JUSTICE

VS NOTICE(IF SAI.E

Hy virtue of•Judgment and rider of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 252(11* in the above Calla. 1/0 satisfy the Judgment of (do
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $72 243 91 I shall proceed to offer for
sale •t the Courthou door in the City of Murray Calloway County Kentucky

ACCREDITED HOME LENDERS.(NC,
BY AND THROUGH THE CIT GROUPCONSUMEJI
FINANCE. IN(' AS SERVICER FOR MORTGAGE

to the hitched bidder, at public auction on Friday

ELECTRONIC FtEG1STRATION SYSTEMS. INC.

April 4 200n at the hour of 19 00• m Loral tine or thereabout the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky with its address heIng
522 South Sixth Street Murray, KY 42071, and being more particulerli
derrnbord as follows
Alt 251 acne tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services at Mornay
Kentucky. May. 1969 located at 522 South Sixth Street an the City of Murray
I elloway County Kentucky and being more particularly described aa follow •
Beginning at the Southeamt iomer of the herein described tract if land and the
Northeast corner of the Martha Erwin Property Deed Bonk 166. lard 1221 said
point being an existing iron pin 274 211 fel North of the centerline of Sycamore
25 00 fee West of the centerline of South Sixth Streit theme North
11114 *1 feet with the said Erwin North Property lane to an
tie dell 45 44' Wein
exuding Iron pin at the Southwest cornier of the herein deernbeei tract of I•nd.

itireet and

SPORTABLE
PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
JOHNNY GARNER AND UNKNOWN
SPOUSE OF JOHNNY GARNER, DEFENDANTS
By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11 20014 in the above cause, to satiety the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67 6141 60 I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray Calloway County Kentucky
th the higher bidder at public auction on Friday
April 4. 2008, at the hour of 10 00•in local time or thereabout, the billowing
...tidied property located in Calloway County Kentucky with its address being
1274 Hbritney Grove Road, Murray. KY. and being more particularly described as
follows

thanu North 11 deg 26 17' Wool fie Mt feet with the Ralph Tidwell Faun
Property lane Deed Hook 91 Page 4, to an exuding iron pin at the Northwest
corner 1.4 the herein denuded tract of land thence South an deg 45 46 East

Ai) 750 acre tract of land as surveyed by Kim H oatman on April 1 2006. local
ed on the north side of Hickory Grove Church Road approximately 7 miles north
'(the City of Murray Calloway County Kentucky and being known as Lot No
iiif the Minor Subdivision Plat of the Lonnie Mark and Phyllis Ione. Property of

Pat Huteon South Property lane Deed Book 165 lard 196
is an existing iron pan at the Northwest corner if the herein deorribed tract of
land theme South it deg 16 17' East 5.11 ter feet with the West side o4 South
out Cl fee with Jr

Ruth Street to the point .4 beginning

record in Plat Book 38 Page 76. Slide 3692 in the Calloway County Court
('lent.

Office

Being the seine property conveyed to Johnny Garner. by deed dated April 26

This proven, is .1l1411f.el to all previously conveyed easements and right-otways
This property does not lie within • flood hazard area

2006, of record in Book 642 Page 393, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
county Court

Being the same property convoyed to Susan C Iliusman to deed fnim Stephen
Cos wit tax dated Decenher 9 2002, of record an Hook 460 page 1214 in the
ante. of the Cleft of the C•Iloway County Court

The atenottentioned tracts shall be sold by the Master COMM111110001 on the
beets of cash or credit dearly 60i days, but if sold on a credit of sixty 160 o days
the purchaser shall deposit with the Communicate, ten percent 110•41 of the pun
has. price and execute bond with good and sufficient lonely for the remainder

The aforementioned tract. shall he sold by the Maim', t onmusioner on the
bees 01 giah or credit of thirty 10, days but if sold on • credit of thirty h
days the pun-haser shall deposit with the Commissioner ten percent
the periha,se price and execute bond with geed and sufficient surety for the

hearing interest at 12% per annum front the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable within sixty days A ben shall be retained tin the property as
additional security All delinquent tans if any, shall he asrertained and paid by
the l'ommuirsorwr, but the property shall be mold subtract to 20014 ad v•Itwern

remainder tearing iniereet at Ira per annum from the date of sale until paid
and full" due and payable within thirty days A lien dull be reamed im the
peupwriN as additienai se,ontr All delinquent t•zu if any shall be ascertained
arid paid ter the Commis...in, tout !tc or• per+N .han he a•id .nihoe•ct I. :Iota, ad

t•ze•

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER

This 7th day ,4 Merril Xis*

lisagse Commissioner

Rampsettull submitted

Calloway Circuit Court

MAX W PARKER
Maas" I 'oentnissiorier

I
Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside saks to
sets Ire existing clients and expand advertiser haw for new regional publication.

Itrintsasen .4 Kenton is (wroth ar.cepting
applisations tor the folio.ins pswitions

MI^ Coordinalsw , embiltrathre Nurse
• Ir'1I 411im1ar1-eratise 'sane
• 1.1PN Adwisintrative Nurwe
•

Ac ofIci somprtinse vs age• along with an
et,elkni hencfit package Appio ants must he
',sensed in the State of Kraut.k s Appls in
son at Rotthas en of Renton :Mr Islam %wort,

pc/

4 1 42026
/
Bence I1
*j44lb 144) PM /NE ('ALLS PLEA.%

Indisidual must possess excellent oral. written and interpersonal communication skIlls
and be goal oriented
This full-time position includes health R.
dental benefits. paid cacaos-In. and cabin
plus commission Salary will be bawd on
e xpenence
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040Murray, ki 42071

Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
a Purchasing/Logistics
Agent
This position requires
your involvement in all
levels of the supply
chain Essential functions include obtaining
materials at the lowest
cost while considering
duality, reliability of
sources and urgency
of delivery As the successful candidate you
will work with the
Production Scheduler
to bring in product in
support of lean manufacturing Additionally,
yOu 6111 inters/ere vendors select suppliers.
develop RFO's study
market trends and ana
lyze quotes
Candidates must have
of purchasing
experience
Electronics purchasing
and KARP knowledge is
a plus Strong communication and computer
skills are required
5. years

Spoilable Scoreboards
offers competitive benefits and wages corn
monsurate with experiIf you are a
ence
dynamic "OutSeJe the

This 7th day of March. 2006

•aloiren tax..

l'allearay l'ircuitt'aurt

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance.
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal day's.

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
I '1,1 Action No 07-CI-00206

DEFENDANTS

51 14.6,5 C H1S.MMANN

DEPARTMENT: Police Department
SALARY RANGE: Minimum $10.07 per hour
(depending on experience) with full benefits.

Deadline for accepting applications 5:00 p.m. Monday. March 31, 2006.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant,
fbe tits of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

PLAINTIVE

S RANK. NA

REQUIREMENTS TO APPLY:
• Must be a US citizen of at least 18 years of age
• High school diploma or GED
• No prior felony convictions
• Must submit finger prints and cnmmal history to FBI and KSP
• Must pass psychological test
• Must pass polygraph test
• Must pass drug screen and physical
• Must be able to attend four week training in Richmond. K`i

Job applications and full job description for the above listed position
Is available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning
this position, please contact the Personnel Offke at 270-762-0330 ext.
103. Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov and
then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street. Murray, KY 42071.

This 7th day of March, 2006

COMM(NINKALTH OF KENTUCKY

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION: Telecommunications Officer
(Dispatcher for emergency services)

an iron pin

The aforementioned tracts shall be sold by the Master Commissioner on the
basis of cash or credit of thirty 130i day.. but if sold on a credit of thirty r 30
days the purchaser shall deposit with the Cummiseioner ten percent ,111% ..f

property as additional security All delinquent taxes. if any, shall he ascertained
and paid by the l'ommisaioner but the property shall be sold subeect to 2006 ad

An Equal Opportunity Employer

East 19 01 to• concrete right-of-way monument, thence South 44 deg 34 42'
East 252 71 to an iron pin and the point of beginning.
Thence from the POINT OF BEGINNING and continuing along the Southwest
right-of-way line of Kentucky Highway 464 South 44 deg 34 42' East 175 00' to

Court Clerk

Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway. State of
Kentucky being • part of the Southwest Quarter Section 26, Township 3, Range

MILO WNW
SPA Manager must
have computer and
groat people its reliable waling to *am
St. spa/salon atmosphere E-mail resume
hnytirs0murra y
to
Icy net or call (270)83E-

United riffi•
Way

box' thinker, who
thrives in a fast paced
environment submit
your filleWne to
Pit fiefueingfIfieerebeettlLtern or mail to
Resources
Human
106 Max Hurt ChtV11.
Murray KY 42071

What Matters
607 Poplar StS F
Murray. KY 42071
(270) 753-0317

CLEANING houses

20

years experience
270- 759-9553

gram recessnesseliwey corn

0717

4frifgidlak
Hotthas en of

Benton now has a full-time

Musekerpeng possums
Mutt he able to wort days. afternoons and

weekends
Appay in person ai Bruthaven of Rent,e
2607 Main Street Benson, KY
£O(IAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repeurs/Upgrado,
750.36541

io el"
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Full-time Press Operator:
Goss Community press.
Must be able to work
early morning hours.
Pay based on experience.
'paid 1-10114, and nation.
'Health & dental plan,available.

Interested persons
should appiv at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calk
Tngg County Hospital is currently accepting
applications for the following positions.
• Registered Nurse - Full-Time/Non-Exempt,
Night Position. License to practice as a
Registered Nurse issued by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing
• Sonographer/Radiologic Technologist Full Time/Non-exempt, Vascular Ultrasound
apaholity required IRVT eligible), must he registered radiographer. CT capability preferred.
• Director of Radiology Full-Time/Exempt
Associate degree required. Bachelor's degree
preferred Must possess ARRT registry and
Kentucky State Licensure
• Physical Therapist or Physical Therapy
Assistant PR N/Niin-Exempt, Kentucky State
I it. ensure
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Bo% 312, Cadiz. KY 42211
Applications as'Habit online

www.trigsbespitalorg
.11.1111.11 I r1101,
1...paal 1 /r(1411

TRIGG

OUNTY

HOSPITAL

2

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Lodger & Tim

%Neduesday, March

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 5 12th
Murray

SCRAP
CARS
key ituti Port%

"'OWNER
FINANCE**
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2,300 sq ft. detached
garage. $4,950 down
$695/mo. 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3 BR 1.5 BA, LR pull
out Riviera et 51 7530250. 703-5804. leave
message
1995
16x60
Fleetwood, 2 BR, 1 BA,
fresh paint and wallpaper $9,000 293-7942
2000 Legend 16x82
313R. 28A, like new
(270)489-2525

753-5500
WASTE oil: Wit pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215
150
Articles
For Sale
12X24 totted, storage
building
with front
porch,
like
new.
$3,500 (270)492-8222
(270)293-2531

1 & 2 bcir apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
Wit) No pets
(270)4315-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

30 gal. octagon fish
tank, with stand, $100.
Troy-Built
chipper
shredder, $50. 7530089.

1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00
2I3R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

BUILDING a barn?
Building
a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs!
Premium quality-low
pnces we are the manufacturer! March fencepost special! 6"
round 8' long treated
post $9,35 each. Also
available: 3%8* fenceposts 8' long 6*x6" 8'22' long 8"x8" 16-22'
long. Come see us!
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber
Rd.
Henry, TN 731-2437268

1BR, 411-1/2 S. 8th
St., $265/mo + secunty. 474-2520
2 BR apartment for
rent. (270)227-7951
2 BR duplex,
washer/dryer, C/H/A
1, 2, 3 BR apartments
753-0606 753-1252
761-3694
2,BR

duplex apartC/H/A, W/D, furnished and lawn maint.
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/mo+$350deposit
304B S 6th. Call
(615)907-4955.

CHAIR
Caning
Shemwell's Antiques.
492-8308

2BR duplex, 28A,
garage. No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.

HD Totovisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Proiection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers a TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

HOVEROUND been
used 5 times, new battenes, like new. $1,200
Call 489-2656.
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade, Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
• Square Mutt ;,

(270)753-1713
160

Mar Nnisktsas
Need furniture?
We sell new & used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653

Ria A

Wedge

SHRUBS. shade trees
nut trees, and frui
trees for sale
753-0835

16X10 8 hole alu
minum wheels fits
Chevy HO 6450 3-PT
hich spray rig w/200
barrel electric
gal
switches and extra barrel $300
(270)293 1753
wows For kis
UOUIDAT1ON Sala
Al 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbeilevabt• Dash'.
Only 4 left
Save
Tbousandsll Call now
731-584-9429

28R& 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
3&413R, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
EXTRA nice large, like
new, 26R. 2 Bath, vrty
carpet, appliances,
almost new. $595/mo,
1410-B Hittwood
753-3018
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepung Applications

OffIce Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.,,c3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Ct

Exceptionally nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
with large family room.
2 car garage Large
fenced yard and all
appliances. Located in
a
wonderful Oaks
Country Club neighborhood.
Available
May 1, 2008 $900/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

411 sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio statioo
7

3 BR. 1 BA, brick
house, carport/storage
shed No pets. Imi
from town. Farm environment.
$550/mo
753-8848
before 8:00pm
4 BR. 2 BA house for
rent, C/H/A near university, water furnished.(270)752-1178

Murray Ledger ar 1iiun Fan
Hosamog Act Notice
All real estate advertned herein
o mblect to thr Federal Far
Housing Act, whoh makes it
lkal lo advertise art preference, limitation or dnaumnanon based on rex coloc religion. yes. handicap tamilial status or national origin. or mien
500 to make any such prefer
enoes, lirrutationv or disomuriaton
State laws forbid dascrunmation
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowangiv accept any
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation of theta... All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportuMW basis
For further assatance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
tenet'
171:01 648-1(100.

•I•ein MONO
WV!

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

Call us we will
be glad to help.
Murray Ledger
& Times

270-753-5562

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-S FORAGE
Now renting
Located at '20 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

AKC Boxer puppies.
Fawns, Brindles,
Whiles (27)354-6337
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Registered CKC minalure Dachund puppies.
293-1790.
StaipMs
TURKEY (5), hens (1)
toni $15 each Ducks
(16). $15 each Geese
(9) $20 each Rooster
$5 each All two years
old (270)474-0727

270-753-1916
OWNER FINANCE**
No credit check, private 3bed, 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake. Recently remodeled including paint,
updated electrical &
plumbing_
127
Tearose, Hamlin, KY.
$4.900 Down, $595
mo. Cell Ruth
753-2222
3-BEDROOM. 1 -bath,
1323 Sc-ft Bock
home on 1/2-acre
1609 Belmont, Murray
Seller relocating. One
Car Garage, Fenced
Backyard, engine'
Hardwood,
Completely remodeled
on the inside $97,000
270-978-0088
270-205-0794
BY Owner- Brick 38R,
2BA, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement, CM/A, new well
pump, storm windows,
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray oft 641 North
687.500.
(270)753-7549 or
(586)764-6477
FOR-SALE: 3-bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft. Brick home
on 1 -1/4 acres, 4424
641-North. CNA.
Appliances, Carport.
Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Dove.
Patio, 2/Room
Workshop, Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed
$89,900
615-804-7444
I N 1 N 11 I
\I I
RI lilt!

lit t; I

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

1

2005 Nissan Altima
2.5 S, one owner. 4
door, smoke metallic
extenor, dark gray intenor. Auto, recent tires,
convenience package.
Exc.
condition.
80.500mi, 19,500mi
left on extended warranty. $9,500.
(270) 293-409,

NEW brick home,
Saratoga Springs I.
313R. 38A. LR, DR,
Kitchen, Sun-room,
2.950 sq. ft. heated
$289.000. 293-2582
NEW construction, just
finished. 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga II Up
scale home. 4-BR, 2
BA (270)004-1655

ow

1.1.01\ 1.1
R\ It I

,..;,4,1.11.

759-115111
_ 7•C ;-1.
;17

'1.R

IS

.kS1011A1:1

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
$30
Services 011ered

753-8681
tent 227-11726

NEED HELP?

P.1% 111g. Scak
A IlairlioLt
10\ Itta%
• Clean-ups -Mowing
Spraying Onions &
Dandelions • Liming
• fertilizing

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.

17311247-3001
(731)363-3511

270)437-4407
Additions,
og
& Home Reput
0)753-1499

I
CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161
PARKSIDE
CAR WASH
Handwash and vacum
starting at $12 50 on
cars and trucks Full
detail available
(270)970-7116

13%1 I ON
Vt%•('%RI

270-436-5507
2711-978-21115

METAL ROOFS
Dera Stone
Coated Steel
Roofing Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike-Chase Stockwell
759-1085 • 227-6238
MULCH. double grade.
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction.net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, trimming. years
experience. (270)8045890. (270)345-2511

MURRAY
Mowing,
where quality and
experience
meet
mowing,
Schedule
lawn
maintenance.
licensed & insured
Call for free estimates
(270)227-1591.
YEARRY S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Horoscope

PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors, Water Damage.
Doors, Windows,
Roofing.
All
Mobile
Home
Repair.
Bock, block.
We're not a handyman.
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & ROW Jokes
fiernooeing & Plumbing
Bawl Gannon', Ooner
Wu Do Insurance Work
I MasterCard Accaple0

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
SMALL yards to mow
in Murray. Phone
(270)978-2504

PROFESSIONAL
Massages
serving
Western
Kentucky
counties. A professional massage in the comfort of your home, by:
Mr. Terry McKenny,
LMT.(270)804-6860 or
e-mail paducahmassage.com

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336e5288

\eed a plumber?
(all 'stark I redrick
kell.sled
\la.ter Plumber
(270)978-1880

Inc Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, March 27, 2008:
You work to understand the different people, trends and issues in"
your life this year. As a result, you might like to see the big picture.
Pull back and detach often. Develop effective relaxation techniques.
For some it might be surfing the Net, and for others listening to
music. Use whatever means you need to get a total perspective. If
you are single, you will meet people through your work and other
community commitments. You have time on your side, as formalizing a bald might not be the best idea this yeat ff you are attached,
you'll grow together if you both commit to a goal or project. SAGITTARIUS always presents a different view.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
96 Mercury Mystique.
146,XXX miles, good
tires, stereo, and battery, needs transmission, $500. 293-9705
510

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Campers
26'
Put
Bumper
Camper, super slide
walk around queen
bed, central heat and
air, $11,500. 437-4519

FREE

•
Scrap appliances Out Wining
Metal Storm Windows A Doors
Scrap Metal Mowers &Tillers
Fatm E
ment Car Batteries

270-293-5624

FUTRELL
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Saintintion guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
Mowing
1
Lawn
Lowest pnces
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Since 1986

•All Size Units
Amiable'
wotisra-,.

t

111:111kAo Par&

Hill Electric
5%5%
t'rt% .14%4.11, 1, Mil
1 1_1-111-61-111)\11

NEON IIIACH
MINI-STORA
401

1

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

kI I

270-753-2279
2006 BMW R1200 RT
heated handguns and
seats, burgundy. 8,500
miles. $15,500 Call
436-6061

General Contracting

\ nicht 11

eS COM
270-753-4461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On
Selected Vehicles

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

SARATOGA II. New
brick home 4BR, 31/28A, LR, OR,
Kitchen, Sun-room, tile
& hardwood, 3250-sq.
11. $349,000. 293-2582

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

NEED A VEHICLE?

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell- (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

PREMIER
IMIVISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sete & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

REDUCED!
LAKE house
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$248,500 00
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

111311.1ted Cars

9 7 9-

NEAR university, like
new, large 2BR. C/H/A,
low utilities, quite
What you've been
looking
for [Vie Runt or Lam
$440mo +dep
978-0913
TOBACCO ground
NOW LEASING
approx 105 acres
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
highly productive land
We accept Section
water available close
8 vouchers
by (270)4-89-211F
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Lira Property
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
LOG CABIN
Equal Housing
ONLY 669.900
Opportunity
Lake Access
TOO #1-800-648-6056
W/FREE Bost Slips
SMALL 1BR, nonOwn the dream' New
smoking apt. upstairs.
2128,1 log cabin pkg
water paid, available
at spectacular 160,000
now. no pets.
acre recreational lake,
$260/mo. 753-5980
Paved rd, u/g unis,
excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154 .1766
2BR. IBA, house in
country. C/G/A. appliances.
mo
$500
Coleman RE 753-9898

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Apartments
1505 Diugtud Drive • Murray, KY 42071

26, 2008• 311

24 Nom enema
Res., Coin., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.

MOBILE WASH
do'
B•

Ciesning for
house, farm
equipment,
driveways, boats,
pontoons, concrete
vinyl, fences, brick,
business fronts.
motor homes
campers. etc

(270)759-1639
(270)293-3273
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GRAVEL, white rock
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

weekly & special pick's
•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2753
293-2784

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured, 4373044.
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free rack-up/de/ivory
In Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry, rernod
additions. sun
rooms, decks. mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors. Larry
Nimmo 227-0587
753-0353

not careful, you could be overwhelmed by a misunderstanding or an
explosive realization. Stay as level as possible as you work through
a problem. Tonight: Relax to great music.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Surprises sometimes don't feel good. Remember, it is your
perception that defines good or bad. Listen to someone who tosses
a totally different perspective in your lap. Deal with change progressively. Tonight: Concentrate on one person, and only one person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You will want to take charge, but somehow obstacles appear.
Use them well and do something that you have been putting off that
makes you happy. Listen to news more carefully that revolves around
a boss. Tonight: Murphy's law rules.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** How you see something and the way you approach it might
make sense to you, but not to someone else. If you feel overwhelmed
with questions, back off, but understand the cost of this decision.
Tonight: Talk a problem through rather than ignore it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Allow your creative juices to flow, especially if you hit a
strange problem. The unexpected runs rampant when you are dealing with a partner, jointly held funds and risk-taking. On the positive
side, you could win the lottery. On the negative, you could lose bigtime if you risk what you don't have. Tonight: Add more lightness to
your life.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Basics count in a crisis. Listen to feedback. Wondering which
way to go is appropriate, as there are two different alternatives. Trust
in your ability to discern the difference. Work with a creative individual to get results. Tonight: Fun and games.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Talk allows new changes. Recognize that you have everything in line. Simply don't worry, and trust much more. Surprises
come in from out of left field. Expect energy surges and blackouts.
Tonight: Call it an early day.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Examine what is going on and try to discover what needs to
happen. If you are in touch with your feelings, you are likely to make
the right choice when a surprise pops up. Eye romance and risk-taking carefully. Tonight: Hold on to your wallet.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
II \II'S WASTE **** Your big smile moves mountains. Deal with issues sponta\ NAGEMFAI neously. You come from a self or core that you might not always be

11.1111111011(,hink.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Do whatever's necessary to maintain an overview. If you are

JOE'S 10135
11,1t1
11,1 %%1111
i IC11111.1
753.4.144 •

22.--5644

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293-0034

in sync with. If you see that your gut response is very different from
your mental response, stop. Tonight: Indulge. Relax.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** If your sixth sense is pulling at you, use the opportunity to stop
the whirlwind that'surrounds you that you call life. Pulling back and
taking time to assess different situations is important. Tonight: Off on
your own.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are full of life and energy. especially when with friends or
a group of people. Your personality blooms to an unprecedented
amount. Your instincts come forward. Listen and consider your
options. Tonight: Where people are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might want to loosen up and not feel as threatened by a
supervisir or authority figure. Stop and recognize what you have to
offer. Try to record what seems like a series of wild thoughts.
Creativity flows through. Tonight: A must appearance
BORN TODAY
Actor Michael York (1942), singer Sarah Vaughan (1924), singer
Manah Carey (1970)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at http://www.jacguellnebigarcom.
(c) 2008 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

II years age
Tevester Anderson has been
named the head men's basketball
coach at Murray State University He has been assistant coach
fog the past throe seasons under
former Head Coach Mark Gottfried
Leroy Todd of Almo placed
third in the state in the 1997
National Corn Yield Contest. sponsored by the National ('urn Grow-

en Association
Births reported include twin
boys to Lannsc and Brenda Buckingham. March 20, a girl to
Michelle and Roger Knight and
a girl to Sandra and John Michael
Thomas, March 20
2S years ago

Published is a picture of Jane
Stokes taking the oath of office
U magistrate of Calloway County Fiscal Court from Judge-Executive George Weeks She received
the appointment from Gov Wallace Wilkinson to finish the term
of her late husband. Will Ed
Stokes The photo was by Staff
Photographer Scott Wilson
Kale Overbey daughter of Mr
and Mrs Ed Oserbey of Murray
and Frankfort. '.s ill appear in an
episode of "Hunter" tonight at 9
and also a rerun of "I. A Lass
on March H. both on NBC

30 years ago
Named as new directors of
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of COMMCfCe were Jack
Benton, Paul Kiesow. Walter
Apperson. Thomas Rice and
Buford Hurt.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Lovett near Lynn Grove
was totally destroyed by fire on
March 24.
Dan McDaniel spoke about
-Choosing Antiques" at a meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club

COMICS/ FEATURES
Even furry pets need shelter Diet gives cancer patient
when the winter winds blow
higher quality of life

Murray Ledger & Thies

4111 • Weds=kw,Herd 26. Mee

41 years ago
Those from Calloway County
attending the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers Clubs held
at the University of Kentucky. Lex-

ington, were Mrs R.D McDaniel,
James
Mrs Max Farley. Mrs
Witherspoon, Mrs Larry Curd.
Mrs. Lowell Palmer. Mrs Ernest
Medley. Mrs. Carol Harmon and
Mrs Ann Kelly. They were accompanied by Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
home demonstration agent for Calloway County.
Rev T.A. Thacker has resigned
as pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church after 10 1/2 years of service to become pastor of Midlane
Park Baptist Church, Louisville.
51 years ago
Carolyn Parker, eighth grade
student at Kirksey High School,
was winner of the Calloway County Spelling Match held at the
Calloway County Court House
and conducted by Leon Grogan,
director of Calloway County Pupil
Personnel Others named were
Randy Patterson, New Concord
High School, second. and Barbara Steele, Faxon School, third.
New directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce are James
M Lassiter. WC McKeel, Edgar
Shirley. Joe Baker Littleton and
Dr Walter Baker
60 years ago
Murray City Council awarded
a contract to the Chicago Bndge
and Iron Co for a 1,200,000 gallon capacity stand pipe at a cost
of $69,500. and a tentative contract was awarded to W.L. Halley Company for improvements
to the sewage treatment plant at
a cost of $151.000. The Murray
Water System will in addition to
the above contracts spend an estimated $118,000 to re-enforce
water lines and improvements

DEAR ABBY: I have seen
several dogs and cats left outside in below-zero weather this
winter. Yes, animals have fur
to help them keep warm, but
that doesn't mean they don't
get cold (even in dog houses).
People get cold staying outside for an
extended
of
amount
time, even
when bundled up, so
imagine how
the animals
feel These
innocent ani-

DoorAM*
By Abigail
Van Buren

can
mals
suffer from
frostbite and
hypothermia
Just

like

humans.
Won't you please remind your
readers that pets should be
brought inside on cold days
and nights" -- ANIMAL LOVER
IN NORFOLK. N.Y
DEAR ANIMAL LOVER:
While some breeds of dogs
fare better in cold weather than
others, all of them need interaction with their guardians The
animals you observed may have

been left in the cold out of
ignorance on the part of the
humans with whom they coexist.
I don't care how furry some

of our furry friends appear to
be. Check with your vetennartan to see when your breed
should be brought indoors
•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a divorced

TodayInNistery
Beethoven died an Vienna.
By The Associated Press
In 1892, poet Walt V•flutrhan
Today is Wedncsdas
26, the 86th day of 2008 There died in Camden. N.J.
In 1958, "The Bridge on the
are 280 days left in the year.
River Kwai" woo seven AcadeToday's Highlight in History:
On March 26. 1958. the U.S. my Awards, including best picArmy launched Amenca's third ture of 1957; its director. David
Lean, and at Alec Guinness also
successful satellite. Explorer 3
received Oscars. Joanne WoodOn this date
In 1804. the Louisiana Pur- ward was named best actress for
chase was divided into the Tern- -The Three Faces of Eve."
In 1971. East Pakistan protory of Orleans and the District
claimed its independence, taking
of Louisiana.
In I1s27. composer Ludwig van the name Baogladedx
'
I 3 I_ lUllE Site'
1
I"
I3

1E3

CI

In 1979. a peace treaty was
signed by Israeli Prime Minister
Menachern Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadai at the White
House
In 1982, groundbreaking ceremonies took place in Washington

for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
In 1988, Jesse Jackson stunned
by soundly
Dukakis in
Michigan's Democrauc presidential

fellow Democrats
defeating Michael
caucuses

Col Coo

DEAR DR. GOT!': My hus- of something healthful.
single mother with a 13-yearI believe having a wellband was diagnosed with a rapcall 'Ga.' We
old daughter
including
plan
idly growing malignant brain can- thought-out
live next door to an attractive
will help most people who
recipes
years
57
was
He
2004.
in
cer
call
62-year-old widow
are really serious. I believe that
old.
'Doris,' who has become like
if your no-flour, no-sugar diet
Alkaand
"Acid
After reading
a grandmother to Gia and a
and had a recipe book, more peoAihara
Herman
by
linedear friend to me.
by ple would be able to stick to
"Death
Last night I went to my
by the diet and enjoy the benefits
Diet"
daughter's room and found her
Robert Bare- of good health.
standing on a stool in her closPlease finish your book,
foot, I inwneet looking out a small window
because I would love to order
put
diately
into Dons' bedroom. When I
him on a no- several copies when it is availasked Gia what she was doing,
diet able.
flour
she didn't answer, so I climbed
DEAR READER: Your sugto
(similar
up on the stool to see for
gestions for a well-thought-out
noyour
myself. Abby, Dons was in bed
plan make perfect sense to me.
noflour,
with her son. 'Jeff,' having
sugar diet). In fact, that is the thrust of my
sex. I could hardly believe my
My husband first diet book ("Dr. Gott's No
eyes!
Flour, No Sugar Diet"). Many
also started
By
Jeff is 36 and a mania's boy.
of my readers have asked about
taking vitaDr. Peter Gott mins, miner- finding recipes to vary the foods
He has his own home but visits his mother often. Gia said
als and some alternative herbs. they eat. To help them. I have
written my newest book ("Dr.
she has watched them many
He ate lots of raw or lightly
times since we moved here
steamed vegetables, fruits, teas, Gott's No Flour, No Sugar Cook
four years ago, and descnbed
deep well water and no sugar Book").. It' contains more than
some of the things she's seen.
dnnks. He lost only 12 pounds 200 recipes. Both books are available at most bookstores or online
I'm not sure how to handle
dunng the 11 months of his illat www.amazon.com.
this. Doris is very close to us,
ness. During that time, he had
DEAR D& GOT!': Please
and Gia seems unaffected when
two head surgeries, meningitis
we get together for dinner ,C•r
(contracted in the hospital) and help. I have a male friend who
chemotherapy. The attending is dizzy and nauseated all the
the movies, etc.
nurses said he was the most time. He had had all kinds of
Should I tell Doris and Jeff
tests and medications, but nothdo
physically fit cancer patient they
that I saw them? And what
had ever seen. Although the can- ing seems to help. It is very
1 say to my daughter, who has
cer won. I feel his good health discouraging, and he is starting
been 'educated' beyond her
His
years" -- SEEN ENOUGH, up to the last two weeks of his to show signs of depression.
life was primarily due to his doctors don't seem interested, and
CHAMPAGNE, ILL.
we don't know where to turn.
DEAR SEEN ENOUGH: diet.
DEAR READER: It sounds
who
friends
my
tell
now
I
You should definitely tell Dons
want to lose weight about this to me that your friend is nauthat your daughter has been
way of eating and your diet seated and dizzy because of
getting an eyeful from her closthey don't need to be as chronic vertigo. This is a prob(since
et window, and strongly sugas my husband was). lem that stems from his ear. He
restrictive
gest that Dons' curtains be
Most of them, however, don't desperately needs to see an ear'visiting.'
is
Jeff
when
closed
nose-and-throat specialist. There
seem to know how to follow
And if you haven't already
and when hunger hits is therapy available for this comthrough.
talked to your daughter about
them, they grab junk food instead mon condition.
sex -- and appropriate behavior -- it's time you played catchup, so don't delay.
I would find it hard to continue a fnendship with a woman
to lose — and made the contract on
South dealer.
in an incestuous relationship
an endplay.
l'zst-West vulnerable
West led a spade to East's jack
with her son. They're in seriNORT11
and South's ace, It was obvious to
•6
ous need of counseling.
,J 9
declarer that West could not have the
K-Q of spades or he would have led
•A 1092
DEAR ABBY:lam an assisthe king.
*J 10 9 7 3 2
At trick two, South played the
EAST
tant librarian in New Mexico.
WEST
queen of diamonds and. when West
•Q.194
•K 1073
My daughter recently told me
followed low, put up dummy's ace.
•86 3 2
•A Q 5
she's going to convert to BudAgain it was clear that West could
•K 8 7 5
• 64 3
dhism. I'm perplexed by her
not have the K-.1 ofdiamonds or even
+6
•K 5
the king, since in either case he
choice. I want to support her
SOUTH
would have covered the queen.
•A 8 52
because her aunt is also a BudIt thus because evident that West
•K 1074
dhist, but I wasn't raised Budhad to have the A-Q of hearts and
•Q
dhist.
club king if his bids were to be
•AQI4
believed. So a diamond was ruffed
What advice can you give
The bidding:
and the ace of clubs was cashed preNorth East
West
South
me" -- LONGTIME READER
liminary to embarking on a crossruff.
l•
3*
lible
I.
LONGTIME
DEAR
Then followed a spade ruff. a diaPass
5
4
4+
assistant
READER: As an
mond ruff, a spade ruff, a diamond
1/ble
Pass
ruff and finally the last spade ruff.
librarian, you're surrrainded by
Opening lead - three it spades.
Nine tricks had been played
Appearances can be deceiving.
books. The time has come to
four spades, four diamonds and the
Fake this deal where South apparpick up a couple and start readently has a club and two hearts to ace of clubs — and declarer was in
ing about Buddhism and Buddummy. West was down to three
lose Of course, it is unlucky that
dhist philosophy. If you're near
West has the king of clubs and A-() hearts and the king of clubs. Dummy
had two hearts and two trumps, while
of hearts positioned behind declarer
a computer. Google it. You'll
South had four hearts.
But the actual South was unwillfind an abundance of informaDeclarer next led a trump, giving
ing to accept defeat lie played his
tion on the subject. I would
West his first trick. All West could
cards to the hilt and succeeded in
then score was his ace of hearts, so
also recommend that you attend
making the clubs doubled
declarer made the contract.
Civets West's double, declarer
a couple of meetings with your
The Recast, no doubt, is a wonconcluded that routine play would
daughter That way, you'll have
derful weapon. But there is a time
safely. So he
home
him
gel
not
a better understanding of what
and place for its use. When a superior
des ised a scheme to get around
she -- and her aunt -- are
play is available, the finesse takes a
attempting a lines.< in either heads
back seat.
both of which were likely
attracted to
or cluhs

ni

rai

Dr. Gott

ContractBriame

Tomorrow: A stitch in time saves nine

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Flaky
5 Shadowy
8 What is more
12 Psychics may
See tt
13 Unhatched fish
14 Director Fritz 15 Lunch or
brunch
16 Windup
17 Europe-Asia

3
I I I It cu- VV0F3SE.0,

I

range
18 Respites
20 Campaign
issue
21 F lip-chan
stands

24 Like dishwater
27 Cauldron
28 Flaming
31 Nautical mile
32 Break-dance
TOW

i. /\II 11

arls

1

33 Comet s head
34 Not rather
35 Resting piece
36 Rain bnnger

)(,,)

i5.-;'s•

'
NIS PS 51,1005E0 PT'S AbOtti
R) BE A G000 I A 006 ta.440
SLOST
A%0P11E

A1417 iIEi4A5 TO
CR055 A MOLIKTA*
Tor 404•AE

lel Arm....ft.

37 City map line
39 Goose eggs
43 Be lovesick
46 Nose stimulus
47 Every
49 Follow the
newspapers
51 Delightful
52 Sbck um
53 A Moppet

54 Cartoon
shrieks
55 Vast stretch
of time
56 Cereal grains
DOWN
1 Water barrier
2 Novelist
„lean 3 Herr s wife
4 Everest
adiective
5 Formal maybe
6 Atom fragment
7 Avg size
8 Baking-powder
ingredient

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MMMM MOM MUM
@MO IMMO 0EIM
OMEIM MIZIMWM@O
MECUM @MOP
MOO MM 0110
HMO IIIMMM@M OD
@RO Op MO MON
WOOMIJO @MM
DOM WM MOM/
MOBM UMODRO
MIUMUCIOU ODOM
DUO MOOR M@MM
MOM ROMM DRUM
3-2602008 Unclad Feature Syndicate Inc
9 "Tomb Raider"
heroine
10 Catch
11 Give the eye
19 Install tile
20 Is to Fritz

MINIM MIN MAME
ME= MEM MIMI
WM= MOM MIME
MIME MOM
MEMEAM
dad= MEM Add
MIMI A= MEM
Mum AMM AMU=
MEd=
Ada= WNW
MEM MAI MEd
MI= MN ME=
MIME AIM MEM

22 Hem and haw
23 Dnnk like
Rover
24 Divers milieu
25 Famous
nurnero
26 Put on
28 Milne
marsupial
29 Ostrich Cousin
30 Tie recipient
often
32 Step on the
gas
33 Not as muddy
35 Undergrad
de9s
36 Actor s prompt
38 Drip-dry fabric
39 Tow-away
40 Peter Gunn s
girl
41 Granite or
quartz
42 Assayers
samples
44 Count on
45 Reputation
47 Birthday count
48 Old card game
50 Two
in Tatiana

ineeekeeememellie
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SECTION C
e-mail: sportst6murray1edgercom

%REDS BASEBALL ROUNDUP

MHS ROUNDUP

MSU drops 4-3 decision to Lipscomb
THOROUGHBREDS RETURN TO REAGAN FIELD TODAY TO FACE BISONS
By MSU Sports Information
Back-to-back doubles in the fifth
inning gave homestanding Lipscomb the
lead, then an unearned run in the sixth
mning turned out to be the deciding run,
)4e Murray State dropped a 4-3 decision in
Nashville Tuesday.
The teams will face each other again
today, this time at MSU's Reagan Field,
With first pitch scheduled for 3 p.m.
Murray State (7-9) broke open a
,scoreless tie in the third inning when
,Elliot Frey hit a two-out single to right
field. The fielder misplayed the ball, and
rey was able to circle the bases for the
first run of the game. Wes Cunningham
'popped an infield single of his own. then
Taylor Thieke singled up the middle,

moving Cunningham to third. Matt Hon center plated Scheer and cut the Bisons' while Caleb Joseph had two hits, with a
double, a run and two RBIs. Allen Bolden
singled in Cunningham on an 0-2 pitch, lead to 4-3.
In the top of the ninth inning, the scored twice for the Bisons. On defense,
giving the Thoroughbreds a 2-0 lead.
Lipscomb (12-9) scored a run in the 'Breds mounted a comeback effort, as catcher Joseph had 13 putouts, while
bottom half of the third, then took the Matt Phillips hit a one-out pinch-hit shortstop Jorge Gutierrez and second
lead in the fifth inning when Allen infield single, but a double play erased baseman Ben Williams each had three
assists.
Bolden drew a two-out walk, then Caleb the effort and ended the game.
On the mound, starter Marc Harmon
Frey. Tiernan and Cunningham each
Joseph doubled him home. Justin Sanders
then doubled in Joseph to give the Bisons had two hits to lead Murray State. Frey (0-2) took the loss for Murray State,
a 3-2 lead. Lipscomb then plated an had a run and a run batted in, while allowing four runs (three earned)on eight
unearned run in the sixth to push the lead Cunningham and Scheer each scored a hits, striking out four and walking three
run and Hon drove in one. On defense, in 5-2/3 innings. Brad Rowland made his
to 4-2.
Murray State got a run back in the sev- first baseman Thieke and catcher Daniel first appearance of the season and finenth inning when Matt Scheer was hit by Miller each had a team-high six putouts, ished the game, allowing no runs on one
a pitch, then went to third when Kyle while third baseman Hon had a co-game- hit, striking out one and walking none in
2-1/3 innings. Rowland came on in the
Tiernan hit a one-out single and was high three assists.
For Lipscomb, Shane Simpkins had sixth with two runners on and left them
thrown out at second. Frey picked up his
second hit of the day when his single to three hits, with a double and a run scored, on base.
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LADY LAKER SOFTBALL PREVIEW

MICHAEL DANN
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Chelcie
pitcher
Murray
Winchester got the start
against Reidland, but wasn't
on top of her game due to illness. The Lady Tigers lost
12-0 to Reidland and 13-0
against Warren East.

Tigers top
Caldwell
County; Lady
Tigers drop
two at home
BASEBALL TIGERS
STAY PERFECT;
SOFTBALL LOSES
TO REMLANDI •
WARREN EAST

MICHAEL DANN

Staff Report
Chess Volp held Caldwell
County to one run on six hits in a
complete game performance
Tuesday afternoon, boosting
Murray to a 5-1 victory and helping the Tigers improve to 2-0 on
the season.
Volp allowed an unearned
Tiger run in the second inning
due in part to a throwing error,
but that was all Caldwell would
get.

Ledger & Times

Calloway County second baseman
5age Workman attempts to turn this
double play against Carlisle County
Tuesday.

Lakers win
home opener,
Lady Lakers
stay perfect at
Hickman
County
HARGROVE GOES
2-F0R-4 AT PLATE;
BOGGESS FINISHES
2-FOR-3
Staff Report
Calloway County scored a 16-8 seasonopening victory Tuesday night against
Carlisle County. scoring at least two runs in
five of the seven innings. On the girls' side,
five-run fourth inning lifted the Lady
Lakers to an 11-7 win on the road at
Rickman County.
- In baseball, offense was the name of the
'fa" me for the Lakers, as they exploded out of
the gate with four runs in the first and mothet four in the second.
But the Comets manufactured their fair
sliare of offense early in the game against
Laker starter Josh Reynolds. scoring four in
Lie bottom of the second to make the score
• Calloway answered with two more runs
the third inning and Reynolds held the
omets scoreless, making the lead 10-4. The
'two teams traded three-run fourth innings
and neither squad scored in the fifth, making
the score 13-7 going into the sixth inning.
The Lakers put their last three runs on the
board in the sixth and Kyle Crittendon came
on to pitch, giving up one run in two innings
of relief to seal the deal for Calloway.
Reynolds picked up the win and the
Lakers scored 16 runs on nine hits and committed six errors, something head coach
Zach Hobbs said needs to be corrected.
"It was a good opening game," he said.
"But we need to focus a little more defensively."
The Comets scored eight runs on seven
hits and committed eight errors.
Austin Hargrove led Calloway at the
plate, going 2-for-4 and belting a double and
a triple. racking up two RBI. Josh Burks also
went 2-for-4 at the plate and drove in two
runs.
IR At Hickman County. Kristen Boggess
went 2-for-3 with three RBI, including a
bases-loaded clearing double in the fourth
inning for Calloway County.
Alyssa Cunningham was 2-for-4 with a
double and a triple, while Kayla
Cunningham was 2-for-4 as well with a douII See CCM,2C

Murray got on the board early

MICHAEL DANN 1 Ledger & Times

Toree Rogers, far left, along with Sam Butts, Karlee Wilson, Kayla Cunningham (7) and Ashton Futrell (10)
share in a good laugh prior to the start of Calloway County's game with St. Mary Monday. The Lady Laker
team, who lost to Heath by one run in the First Region semifinals, returns everyone off last year's team.

ck For More
COMPLETELY INTACT LADY LAKER SQUAD RETURNS AFTER FAILING TO MAKE FIRST REGION CHAMPIONSHIP BY ONE RUN
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
A measly two feet was all that separated Calloway County from a berth
in the First Region championship
game last season, but for head coach
James Pigg and the Lady Lakers, it
might as well have been miles.
Calloway had eventual region
champion Heath pinned against a
wall in the late innings of their region
semifinal, but lost momentum when
freshman Brittany Fox was gunned
down at the plate attempting to score
what would have been the winning
run.
The game went into extra innings,
and the rest, as they say, is history.
But with last year's squad returning entirely intact, the Lady Ulcers
are eager for another shot this season
when the region tournament rolls
around in May.
There's no reason to think
Calloway isn't capable of playing
deep into the tournament once again
— pitchers Ashton Futrell and
Whitney Gardner will lead the staff
again, senior Austin Peay commitment Sam Butts should continue to
dazzle with defensive play at shortstop and freshman sensation Jackie
Metcalf sits atop the batting order
after leading the team in nearly every
offensive category last season.
Though every starter on the squad
has at least one year of experience,
the Lady Lakers are still relatively
young. Butts and injured Meagan
Starks are the only seniors and Pigg
will start a combination of five
eighth-graders and freshmen.
But youth and inexpenence are not

the same thing, at least where this
team is concerned, and Pigg doesn't
expect it will hamper his squad.
"We're young grade-wise, but
playing-wise, they all have at least
one year under their belt," he said.
"All the ninth-graders have two years
under their belt We're experienced
and young at the same time, which I
guess is a good situation to be in."
Perhaps the most promising of
Pigg's younger generation is Metcalf.
The freshman has already made an
impact this season, going 3-for-4 and
propelling Calloway to an 8-6 victory
over St. Mary in the season-opener
Monday.
All indicators point to the center
fielder picking up exactly where she
left off last ce.ason — that is, batting
in the high .300s and providing a
speedy spark at the top of the Lady
Laker lineup.
"She was a big surprise to us (last
year)." Pigg said."Now, we've gotten
to where we kind of expect it from
her. We moved her up to lead-off and
she's one of the fastest if not the
fastest kid on our team.
"We feel like we can get her to second base if we can get her on first.
With her speed, if she hits the ball on
the ground in the infield, she'll get on
a lot of times."
Following Metcalf in the lineup
will be program staple Butts. The senior committed to play collegiate ball
at Austin Peay this fall and will be
looking to get the Lady Lakers back
on top of the region in her final season.
She got off to a slow start Monday
against St. Mary, but Pigg expects his

CALLOWAY CO.
LADY i.AXERS
Coach: James PIN, Sth season
Last year: 1 7-1 9 (lost in region semifinals)
Who's gone: none
Key returnees: Ashton Futrell (P). Whitney
Gardner (P), San) Butts (SS), Jackie
Metcalf (OF) Meagan Starks (DH), Totes
Rogers 138) Alyssa Cunningham (OF)
Kayta Cunningham (1B) Knsten Boggess
(C). Taylor Futrell (2B1 Bnttany Fox (OF)
I
Key newcomers: none
LADY LAKERS SCHEDULE
Mau 24. Sr Mary pill 8-6), 25: si Hickman Co
(W 11-7), 27: Heath, 29: vs North Laurela, 29: vi
Grayson Go a 29: vs I luphiavael 31- Lone Oak
Apr 1: el Graves Co , 3: at S1 Mary 14: Henry
Co (law, I, IS: Graves Co. IT: Marstall Co. 1$:
vs Paul Ounter%, 19: vs C/thstian Co %, it vs
Allen Co -Suottsv% 21: al Lone Oak. 22: al
Murray 25: vs MA', 211: Realland, 29:
Hopionsville
UMW 1: el Marshall Cc. 2: vs ilealtia, 3: vs
Wanyakastr. 3: vs Hancock Co 4: Murray, 13:
11159051.110 15: 5* 11.581, 14: Hickman Co.
#11 Warren East invitational
% at Lady Colonel Classic
at Torn Corbin

star to be hitting in the .300s by the
time the tournaments roll around as
well as providing leadership on
defense.
"We count on her to kind of stabilize the defense,- he said. "We'll kind
of build things around her defensively. Hopefully she'll lead us offensively too."
Joining Butts in the class of 2008
is injury-troubled Meagan Starks. The
power hitting catcher missed the first
part of last season recovering from an
ACL injury she suffered during basketball season. She came down with
another knee injury in the basketball
•See LADY LAKERS, 2C

in Princeton, sconng two runs in
the first inning. Brock Downey
singled to start the game and
scored on a passed ball. Bradley
Cobb doubled and scored when
Shawn McClure hit a grounder to
second base, giving the Tigers a
2-0 lead.
Murray added to its advantage
in the top of the second when
Tanner Richerson doubled, scoring Keaton Tate and giving the
Tigers a 3-0 lead.
Caldwell scored its run in the
bottom of the second before both
pitchers settled down and didn't
surrender any more scoring until
Murray added two security in the
top of the seventh.
Aron Sweeney led off the
inning with a single, then scored
on a Richerson RBI single. In the
next at bat, Downey singled,
scoring Jordan Garland who
reached on a walk earlier in the
inning, giving Murray a 5-1 lead.
Volp retired the side in order in
the bottom of the seventh, sealing
the victory for the Tigers.
Richerson provided the offensive punch for Murray, going 2for-3 with a double and two RBI.
Downey went 2-for-4 at the plate,
scoring one run and driving in
another.
Murray scored five runs on
eight hits and committed one
error. Caldwell scored one run on
hits and didn't commit an
error.
•In softball, Murray ran into
two talented squads in a home
doubleheader Tuesday night,
falling to Reidland 12-0 and
Warren East 13-0. The Lady
Tigers now sit at 0-3 on the season.
Murray
pitcher
Chelcie
Winchester got the start against
Reidland, but wasn't on top of her
game due to illness. The Lady
Greyhounds wasted no time in
jumping on Murray and the Lady
Tigers couldn't get much offense
going.
The story was more of the
same against Warren East.
Murray managed five hits
against Reidland and six against
Warren East, but also committed
five errors against the Lady
Greyhounds.
Head coach Kyle Smith said
he has been pleased with his
squad's pitching, but the defense
hasn't held up its end.
"I thought (defense) would be
a strong point for us. but so far it
hasn't," he said.
Kaitlyn Carpenter pitched the
Warren East game for the Lady
Tigers and was saddled with the
loss.
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Lakers swept by Lone Oak
Staff Report
The Calloway Courit ten
nis squads were sv.ept
Lone Oak Tuesday afternoon.
the boys losing 7-2 and the
girls falling 8-0
Logan WallaLe was the
lone singles %inner for the
Jantteri
boys, defeating
Brickeen 9-7. The Lakers did
(Ake one doubles point from
the Purple flash when Chris
Conner and Jake Darnell heal
and
Hammon,
Grant
Hockeen
Flash players were able to
run away with most of the
matches. with the exception of
Seth Fortenbery's match
against Preston O'Donnelly.
sshich he lost 8-5. and Will
Blackford's match against
Andrew Croft, which he
dropped 8-6.
Lee Dapp beat Conner 8-0,
Bobby Kaltenback beat Matt
and
8-1.
McReynolds
Hammon% beat Darnell 8-3. In
doubles, McReynolds and
Fortenbery fell to Croft and
Dapp, 8-0, and Blackford and
Wallace were defeated by
Kaltenback and O'Donnelly.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

8-0 and Blake McReynolds
fell to Lexis Eggemeyer 8-0.
The Lady Lakers dropped
all three doubles points. the
closest decision being Clayton
and Bowman's 8-5 victory
over Taylor and Etheridge.

by a combined 48 points.
OK. so now maybe the
Cardinals are getting kind of
hot. But still, Pitino was worried
after those two losses. right?
"I told you I wasn't." he said.
"What do you think now?"
In two tournament games. the
Cardinals are shooting 58 per-

cent on field goals and an previous two games.
The difference? Shot selecincredible 51 percent on 3tion.
pointers.
"I've seen us have some realJerry Smith, usually one of
Louisville's surest jump shoot- ly bad shooting practices, some
ers, was back on track. shooting real bad shooting games," Pitino
9-of-l7 from the field against said. "It's always the result of
Boise State and Oklahoma, taking bad shots. ... I was never
compared with 1 -of-17 in the concerned about Jerry Smith."
Ot course, as No. 3 seeds, the
Cardinals were supposed to beat
the Sooners and Broncos But
nov. No. 2 Tennessee is up nest
on 'Iltursda.!,

Our Final Four are All
National Champions
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24/111 Wiala St Pans TN

9 — Jamont Gordon Mississppi Stale
vs Oregon first round
9 — Drew Lavender Xavier vs Purdue
second round
9 — Jason Richards Davidson vs
Gonzaga first round
8 — 6 tied
NCAA Conference Records
By The Associated Press
(Selection* in parentheses(
Through Sunday $ games
Pct.
L
W
Conference
1 000
Conference USA(l) 2 0
1 000
2 0
Southern (1)
714
5 2
Big Ten (4)
667
10 5
Bog East 181
667
6 3
Pac- 10 (6)
667
1
2
Sun Belt 121
636
7 4
Big 12 161
571
4 3
Atlantic Coast(4)
500
2 2
Atlantic 10(3)
500
1
Horizon League (1) 1
1
1
500
Metro Atlantic (1)
1
500
1
Northeast (1)
444
5
4
Southeastern (6)
333
2
Mountain West (2) 1
250
3
1
West Coast 13)
000
0 1
Amenca East (1)
1
0
OW
Atlantic Sun (1)
000
0 1
Big Sky (1)
1
000
0
Big South (1)
000
1
0
Bog West 11)
000
1
)1)
0
Coloniai
000
1
0
Ivy League ill
MO
1
0
Mid-American (1)
Mod-Eastem Athletic (1 ) 0 1 000
1
0
000
(1)
Valley
Missouri
.000
0 1
Oleo Valley (1)
1
000
Patriot League (1) 0
000
1
0
Southland 111
000
1
0
(1)
Athletic
Southwestern
000
1
0
Summit (1)
1
000
Western Athletic 1 1) 0

RACER GOLF

PEPPERS TOYOTA

0a)

I21

The Insurance Center of\lurra)

NCAA Single-Game Leaders
By The Associated Press
Through Sunday s games
Scoring
40 — Stephen Curry Davidson vs
Gonnsaa. first round
36 — Jack McClinton, Miami vs Saint
Mary s. Calif first round
35 — Joe Crawford. Kentucky vs
Marquette first round
34 — Charles Rhodes Mississippi
State vs Oregon first round
33 — Tyrone Brazetton Western
Kentucky vs Drake first round
31 — Josh Akognon Cal State•
Fullerton vs Wisconsin, forst round
31 — Sonny Weems. Arkansas vs
Indiana first round
30 — 4 tied
Rebounds
22 — Luke Harangody Notre Dame vs
Washington State second round
16 — Jonathan Cox Drake vs Western
Kentucky first round
16 — Damson James Texas vs Miami
second round
15 — Kelly Boodle, Mount St Mary's
Md vs Coppin Slate opening round
14 — Luke Harangody Notre Dame vs
George Mason first round
13 — Andrew Lovedale Davidson vs
Gonzaga, first round
13 — Michael Beasley Kansas State
vs Wisconsin second round
12 — 6 tied
Assists
16 — Mitch Johnson Stanford vs
Marquette second round
14 — Adam Emmenecher. Drake vs
Western Kentucky first round
10 — Dominic James Marquette vs
Stanford second round
10 — Taylor Rochestie, Washington
Stale vs Winthrop, first round

Cardinals hope to maintain momentum in NCAA Tournament
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On the girls side. the Lady
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger a
Lakers weren't able to salvage
Times
a match. despite Tricia
Taylor's close tit:break loss to (Above) Carrie Crouse
teamed up with Clara
Kylic Ti!lett. 9-7.
Amy Winkler fell to Katie Franklin in doubles action
Clayton 8-3, Clara Franklin yesterday, but lost 8-3.
jell to Ashlyn Bechtold 8-3. (Right) Matt McReynolds
Sarah Taylor lost to Megan and his double's partner
Bow man 8-1. Hannalore Seth Fortenberry.
Claus was beat by Erica Rust

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
Rick Pitino told everybody his
team was not in a shooting
slump.
After shooting Just .19 percent
in consecutive losses to
Georgetown and Pittsburgh.
Louisville won its first two
games of the NCAA tournament

CIA

C'CP NEE

PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP
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From Page 1C
We and an RBI.
The Lady Lakers(2-0)scored
three runs in the first and added
five in the fourth. Calloway
County then tacked on two runs
in the fifth inning and added a
run in the sixth.
Jackie Metcalf led off the
game with a triple and scored on
a sacnfice-fly by Sam Butts.
Boggess then singled and scored
on a Alyssa Cunningham double. Cunningham then scored on
a passed ball.
Whitney Gardner (1-0)
picked up her first win of the
season, working 4 1/3 innings,
striking out three and walking
three. Ashton Futrell helped
close out the game.

MSU women win
weekend event
RACERS OVERCOME 11-SHOT DEFICIT TO
CLAIM SHAMROCK INTERCOLLEGIATE
IN SOUTH CAROLINA
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's
golf squad brought home the
championship of the Shamrock
Intercollegiate Sunday when
they overcame an 11-shot deficit
with a final round 306. l'he
Racers team score in the 54-hole
e‘ent in Tega Cay, S.C. was
enough for a one-shot win over
Princeton
MSU's Bethany Yates and
Alexandra Hinteregger each
fired final round 75's, while
Joyce TVs added a 76 to pace
the Racers' effort in the final 18
holes.
Yates finished fifth individually with scores of 76-8175=232. while Hinteregger was
ninth along with teammate
Joyce This.
Hintereuer's scores were
83-77-75=235, while Trus posted scores of 80-79-76=235.
MSU's Andrea Downer finished
15th with rounds of 82-77Megan
while
80=239,
McKinney turned in rounds of
81-77-92=250 to finish 34th in a
field of 85 competitors.
MSU's Caroline Lagerborg
competed as an individual and
finished 19th with scores of 8281-79=242.

The Racers victory came. .
against a strong field of teams in.,
the event hosted by Winthrop
and was played at the Tega Cay
Golf Club at 5,969 yards to 4.:
par-72.
MSU started the event with L.,
score of 319 and followed with a.
310 in round two which set up.
their final round charge and a
total score of 935.
Charleston Southern (939),
placed third, while Winthrop ,
(940), and Iowa (955) rounded
out the top-5. Xavier(975) was.,
sixth, with Siena (987), USC.'
Upstate (990), South Dakoti '
State (996), and Gardner-Webb
(1014) making tip the rest of the
top-I0 in a 14-team field.
The medalist for the
Shamrock event was Princeton's
Susannah Abhoff with scores of.
78-69-74=221.
The victory for the Racers..
should give them a big boost of.•
confidence as the spring season.
edges closer to the Ohio Valley. ,
Conference Championship April
16 at Florence, Ala.
The Racers next tournament.
is the SIU Invitational Mar. 3031.

•Lady Lakers
From Page 1C
region finals this season and will
once again watch the first few
games of the season from the
bench.
She won't be cleared to play
until next week. Pigg said, and
her capabilities, especially on
defense, may be limited.
"We're not totally sure yet
what she's going to be able to
do," Pigg said. "Hitting is the
main thing because she's a great
batter. We hope she'll be able to
come in and, if nothing else. DH
like she did last year."
Until Starks is able to return,
the Lady Laken will rely on junior third baseman Tome Rogers
and eighth-grade outfielder
Alyssa f'unningham for power
hitting. Cunningham will likely
bat fourth in the lineup and
Rogers will occupy the third or
fifth slot.
Better known for her prowess
on the basketball court, Murray
State hoops commitment Kayla
Cunningham will also contribute on the diamond this season from the first base position.
After struggling at the plate
last season, Pigg said he has
been impressed with the older
Cunningham's progress so far
this spring.
"She's showing a lot of
improvement in her hitting," he
said. "She seems a lot more

fashion in the region quarterfi-.,
nals on a seventh inning putout
by Boggess. But the Lady
Catcher Kristen Boggess, Bombers return star pitcher
second baseman Taylor Futrell Alexis Rodgers and figure to be-!.
and left fielder Brittany Fox in the thick of things once again
round out a batting order that this season.
As for Calloway. Pigg says;
Pigs said he believes is much
he'll use the regular season to
improved from last season.
"We've put more time in on get his team ready for the real;
hitting in practice, partly season that begins May 19 in the;
;
because we couldn't get outside Fourth District Tournament.
"I tell our kids every year, the
and do anything else." he said.
"But it looks like it's paying off rest of the season is pretty much
practice for that," he said. "We:
nght now."
On the mound. the Lady don't worry too much about our:
Lakers will once again turn to record or that kind of thing.;
Whitney Gardner and Ashton What we do in the tournament is
Futrell for the bulk of the the important thing and that's
innings. Pigg has two other what we're playing for."
if
pitchers he says will see time
TOW'S LINEUP SPONSORED B!
mostly in late-game situations
Brittany.
eighth-grader
—
•
Terry Butler •
4
Reynolds and freshman Lindsey
Rucker.
While the Lady Lakers' ultimate goal is to play for a region
'-- .08 No',. Sr • 153 1841
championship. they'll first have
to get past Marshall County and
radio
TODAY
Murray in the distnct tournaBOYS PREP BASKETBALL
ment.
30 p.m.
If Calloway advances, they'll
ESPN — McDonald; High School ASAmerican Game East vs West at
have to contend with strong
Safttrauftse
Reidland and Heath squads as
NEWS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
well as a Ballard Memorial team
6 p.m
NIT quarterfinal teems TBA
I SPN2
Pigg pegs as the preseason
a p.m.
favorite.
F SPN2
NIT quarterfinal seams TBA
NBA
The Lady Lakers eliminated
6pm
Ballard from the tournament last
ESPN
Phoenix al Boston
season, winning in dramatic

comfortable this year and she is
swinging the bat very well right

p

Tv,
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Campuses offer mixed view of economy
Bg JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
•:CLEMSON, S.C.(AP)-- At
thi giant public university here,
oqicials are bracing for likely
site budget cuts. They hope
fundraising can help make up
any gap, so that students won't
feel the brunt.
At the community college
and at the small Christian college just outside town, commuting students are having to work
extra hours to cover the surging
cost of gas.
national economic
The
downturn is certainly felt in college towns like this one, home to
dare very different institutions
within a few miles of each other
and situated in a region still
smarting from thousands of textile job losses.
' As for job prospects for new
graduates, the news is mixed.
Last fall, a survey by the
of
Association
National
Cplleges and Employers predicted campus hiring would be
up 16 percent for the class of
2008. An updated survey last
week revises that figure downward but still predicts an
increase of about 8 percent over
the class of 2007.
For colleges themselves, an
edonornic slump can be good for
business, reminding people of
the value of more education and
pushing them to get it when
other opportunities are scarce.
Colleges plan for the long
haul, so many can take advantage of the effects of an economic slump, like lower construction
costs and — if the current credit
crunch passes — lower costs to
borrow money.
In short, the economy on
campus is a complicated story,
best told from the point of view
of some people in the midst of
the forces at work.
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On a break between classes,
Hannah Bolt tries to get some
work done in a campus coffee
atop at • Southern Wesleyan
University, a small Christian
college in the town of Central, a
few minutes from Clemson.
Every minute is precious.
She comes to campus four days
a week, and often works the
other three at a department store.
Her parents have pushed her to
pick a steady career, so she is
studying to become a specialeducation teacher. Dad was a
commercial fisherman and is
battling health problems. Mom
is a seamstress in the struggling
textile industry.
"Some weeks she'll work
three days and they'll say, 'We
don't have anything for you to
do the rest of the week, take a
four-day weekend.— Bolt says.
There's no such thing as a
typical student, here or anywhere else. But Bolt is representative in some respects. Like
most students here and an estimated 57 percent nationwide,
she has a job. She's also a commuter, as are the approximately
4 in 5 American college students
who don't live on campus.
That's why to college students, the price of gasoline is an

able to support both of us."
At the moment, there isn't
quite room for her. Merit-aid
programs like the LIFE scholarships are helping fuel demand
for slots, and Clemson is determined not to expand its student
body. This year, a record 15,104
students have applied for admission. For the first time ever, it's
likely fewer than half will get in.
Best, though, is one of about
250 who just missed direct
admission for this fall, but have
another shot through a bridge
Tri-County
at
program
Technical College. They'll
Marvin Carmichael
need 11 10 attend college. Many spend the year in classes here
families take the savings and but build up connections at
offer their kids a car if they'll Clemson, and if all goes well
stay in-state. The number of res- transfer in as sophomores.
It's not a bad deal. Full-time
idential parking permits sold on
Clemson's campus has risen by tuition for a year here runs about
$2,800. At Clemson it's
about 800 since 1999.
Altogether, 5,700 Clemson $10,370.
For a range of reasons, from
students get Palmetto and LIFE
scholarships, totaling $30 mil- the increased competition for
lion per year. State need-based slots in four-year colleges to
AP aid amounts to about $2 million. their surging costs, a growing
Of course, low-income stu- number of students are starting
SC.
Central,
in
campus
on
poses
Bolt
Southern Wesleyan University student Hannah
dents can earn merit scholar- their four-year degrees at comeducation issue. It used to cost ball weekends but getting loan choices, but which prevent ships. But they are also more munity colleges. Nationally.
administrators like him from
Bolt $20 to fill up her snapped up by students, too.
likely to be the ones who lose about half of 1999-2000 bacnegotiating good deals for stuhas
Carmichael
Marvin
week
a
Volkswagen Beetle once
scholarships when their col- calaureate recipients spent time
the
for the 26-mile trip from her worked in financial aid since dents and protecting them from lege GPA falls below 3.0. And at a community college. If the
home in Westminster to campus. 1973, and now heads the office. bad ones. Just as easy credit has then, many are stuck.
economy gets really tight, those
gotten a wave of homeowners in
Times have changed.
Now it's $37 to $40.
is focusing on aca- numbers could go up further.
state
"The
here, over their heads. Carmichael
student
a
As
Given her family's financial
Places like Tri-County, which
demic excellence," Carmichael
way worries students will be the next
his
worked
Carmichael
what
pinch, you might wonder
still trying to retrain a steady
are
good.
and
well
all
is
which
says,
Bolt is doing at a private college through school mowing lawns group to take a hit.
particularly stream of older workers, could
not
are
"we
But
The second reason Clemson
and tending bar. Going out to a
like Wesleyan.
to high-need students, be asked to do even more of
appear flush is that attractive
students
to
something
was
dinner
nice
isn't
hit
the
financially,
But
are high-achievers, higher education's heavy lifting.
they
unless
too bad: Wesleyan tuition and celebrate graduation, not the end many are well off to begin with. because the resources do not The average student age here is
Like a number of states, South
fees run about $17,000 per year, of the week.
now around 25 and falling as
exist."
Clemson does have its share Carolina has fundamentally
but about 90 percent of students
more and more students come
get aid. With a state scholarship of struggling students. Of about shifted how it spends money on
76, straight from high school.
Route
down
miles
few
A
and $7,000 from Wesleyan, Bolt 12,500 undergraduates, about public higher education in Tiandra Best, 19, is heading to
Asked if she's noticed the
has only had to borrow $3,000 1,950 receive federal Pell recent years.
pinch, Best says at the grocery
Technical
-County
Tr
at
class
For the most part, it used to
— and that should be paid off by Grants, meaning they likely
College. Next year, she hopes to store where she works, "the
a state teacher training program. come from families earning hand money directly to universi- be up the road at Clemson, prices have gone up." This sumChad Peters, the admissions under about $40,000. One stu- ties. Now, much of the money where she attended summer sci- mer, she'll be working two jobs.
director, acknowledges that pri- dent came to Carmichael com- comes through merit-based ence programs and has dreamed as will her mother, and she'll
vate colleges like Wesleyan — plaining about a $35 late fee, scholarship programs. like of being a student since she was still need to take out a loan.
with an endowment of just $3 saying that was his food for a South Carolina's LIFE and a kid.
"Hopefully when I come out
Palmetto Fellows scholarships.
million — can't always compete week.
of college I'll be making enough
and
struggling
been
"We've
But Carmichael, and many which give students who meet
head-to-head with state schools
struggling and struggling for so it won't be a burden," she
here, say they think certain academic critena thoustudents
stumore
sees
also
on price. He
a loan out,for
wars," Best said of by- ,said. "1'ii
many
-dents are applying to a range of most students are relatively sandi of dollars Sp gae.n4..paiinof
er-mother, who imiseci imcf my MOm so it docasn't have
It"-and
schools, looking for the best sheltered economically. He's state schools.
her alone. "I know if I go to to be a burden, so she won't
The upside is such programs
glad for them, but does worry
deal.
and come out I'll be have to stress.Clemson
But Wesleyan is holding its about two of the reasons that cut college costs for thousands
statewide
raise
and
of families,
own. It's looking to enroll 300 may explain why.
The first is that the student expectations that a college 'Service After Sale
freshmen next fall, the biggest
MUMAY APPLOart*
spending splurge is paid with degree is within reach. They've
increase in years.
IM=11
proacademic
the
improved
also
Walking around campus, borrowed money — particularly
'Full Parts Dept.
Bolt says she sees few signs that from private lenders, as opposed file of universities like Clemson,
her fellow students have felt the to the government. Nationally, by encouraging bright students 'locally Owned &
latest economic downturn per- the College Board reports that to stay in-state. Among freshOperated
sonally. But she does see signs nonfederal loans account for 24 men this fall, 52 percent graduof it at the department store percent of total student aid, ated in the top 10 percent of
Moor_
surging from 6 percent just a their high school class.
where she works.
lot
a
that
But the downside is
"A lot people use credit decade ago.
Here at Clemson, the change of state money gets spent on stucards." she says. "When I first
212 E. Main Street • 753-1586
started, there were a lot of is even more alarming. Just five dents who don't necessarily
checks. Now it's more often years ago, about 700 students
when they give you a debit card, had private loans, totaling $4.2
you know they're going to million, Carmichael says. Last
year there were nearly 2,400
choose credit."
who had borrowed a collective
At Clemson University, cam- $17.5 million.
"Those figures are going to
pus consumerism is running full
go up," Carmichael says. "It's
throttle.
Colorectal Cancer is a killer - a preventable killer A simple
The Chili's restaurant in the scary." Some are borrowing
to
need
genuine
of
out
money
weekstudent union does a brisk
screening can increase your chance of beating the nation's second leading
day lunch business. Ridership cover rising tuition. But many,
cause of cancer deaths
on the campus bus is up with gas he worries, are simply doing it
campus
their
to
maintain
students
more
prices. but overall
At Murray-Calloway County Hosprtal we strive to educate our
than ever have their own cars. lifestyle.
region on the importance of screening for early detection Annual screenings
Carmichael is frustrated by
Just off campus are new condominium developments, built for new regulations designed to
are recommended for everyone over the age of 50. earlier if you have a family
nch alumni returning for foot- ensure students have a range of
history or signs and symptoms are present Our Endoecopy Department offers
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Murray State Jazz Festival will feature regional
groups, MSU Jazz Orchestra and Jamey Aerbesold
The second annual Murray include commentary and cliii
State University/Phi Mu Alpha ics with Murray State Faculty
JAZZ Festival will be Saturday (Todd Hill, Eric Swisher, Ray
iii the historic Lovett auditori- Conklin, John Hill, outstanding local musician Dick Garum.
Middle and high school rettson, and graduating senior
groups from throughout Ken- Joel Roberts), individual lessons
tucky will be performing a with members of the MSU Jazz
concert beginning at 5:48 p.m. Orchestra, a special jazz
and culminating in the -head- improvisation clinic with jazz
liner- coni.erl at ti p.m. fea- education legend Jamey Aeberturing the MSU Jazz Orches- sold and his Quartet, and lunch
tra and the Jamey Aebersold on the steps of Lovett AudiQuartet. The coordinator for torium with a special performthe event, which brings more ance by the MSU Jazz Combo
than 200 young musicians to at noon.
The festival will conclude
the campus. is MSU's Director of Jazz Ensembles. Todd with all 10 middle and high
school jazz bands taking turns
E. Hill
Ten selected school groups on the stage of Lovett Audifrom around Kentucky will be torium. "Our great expanse of
participating in the festival. stage space in Lovett makes
which begins at 8:40 a.m.: Pad- it possible to have one band
ucah Middle School, East performing while another is
Hardin Middle School (Glen- setting up, so there is no down
dale). James Madison Middle time between groups" said Hill.
School (Madisonville). Murray The evening show features each
Middle School, Graves Coun- group for only twelve minutes,
ty High School (Mayfield), and will include the MSU Jazz
Trigg County High School Band (formerly known as Jazz
(Cadiz), ('aldwell County High Band 2) and will culminate
School (Princeton). Murray with the performance of the
High School, Madisonville- MSU Jazz Orchestra featuring
North Hopkins High School the Aebersold Quartet at 8 p.m.
and Rowan County High School Although there is no admission fee, donations to the fes(Morehead ).
The students' day will tival fund will be accepted.

Saxophonist and Clinician
Jamey Aebersold is a native
of New Albany, lndi. He attended college at Indiana University and graduated in 1962 with
a master's degree in Saxophone
and was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate of Music by Indiana University in 1992. He
also plays piano. bass and banjo
at a professional level_ In 1989,
the International Association of
Jazz Educators inducted Aebersold into their Hall of Fame,
Joining Count Basic Duke
Ellington, Charlie Parker, and
Louis Armstrong as previous
honorees. He has played with
countless jazz legends through
the years including J./ Johnson, James Moody and Bobby
Shew.
Aebersold is an internationally-known player and authorPhoto provided
ity on jazz education and
Pictured are members of the Jamey Aebersold Quartet, from left, Luke Gillespie, Jamey
improvisation, and developed
a highly successful series of Aebersc4d, Jonathan Higgins and Michael Shade.
recent solo jazz piano CD. Transfer.
Play-A-Long books and CDs for regardless of ability or age.
Drummer Jonathan Higgins
Pianist Luke Gillespie holds Footprints, was released on
the development of improvisational skills. His Summer Jazz both the bachelor of music and R1AX records. He is in demand was born in Lexington. While
Workshops have traveled to master of Music in Jazz Stud- as performer, teacher, and cli- learning to play the drums by
Australia. New Zealand. Ger- ies from Indiana University as nician in Europe, Japan, and ear, he studied with drummer
Robert Shy and his older brothmany. England, Scotland. Den- well as a doctorate in Mt:isle the United States.
Bassist Michael Sharfe has er, the late Norman Higgins.
mark and Canada. These camps (Piano) from the same instituemploy many of the finest play- tion. He is presently associate been a long time staple in the who started playing professioner/teachers in jazz and are open professor of music at Indiana Kentucky-Indiana-Ohio jazz ally around the Lexington area
scene. He is a founding and at age 13. When he was 14,
to any serious jazz student University.
An active performer of jazz current member of the Blue he sat in and played three
and classical piano music, Gille- Wisp Jazz Orchestra, the Psy- songs with Duke Ellington and
spie has been the recipient of choacoustic Orchestra and Latin his Orchestra in Lexington.
numerous awards. He has X-posure. a 16-piece Latin Jazz Ellington was so impressed
recorded with the Arts Center ensemble. Sharfe makes regu- with the gifted drummer that
Jazz Collective, David Baker, lar appearances at the in-states he invited him to tour with
Steve Davis, Everett Greene, jazz clubs: the world famous his band. Higgins' father.
Dan Perantoni, Rufus Reid, Jazz Kitchen (Indianapolis, although proud, wanted him to
Eugene Rousseau, Dominic Ind.), the nationally known Jazz complete his education and
Spera. Wanda Stafford, and Tom Factory (Louisville), and the declined the offer. Higgins ha,
Walsh. He has performed with legendary Blue Wisp Jazz Club played with Les McCann anu
Aebersold, Benny Golson, (Cincinnati. Ohio). He also Eddie Harris, His skills have
Bunky Green, Jimmy Heath. plays with the Cincinnati Pops placed him on stage with artists
Steve Houghton. Ingrid Jensen, Orchestra and has completed such as Colman Hawkins, Art
Kelley Johnson, Pat LaBarbera, two European tours with the Farmer, Don Menza, Charlie
David Liebman, James Moody, Lynne Ariale Trio. Some of Rouse, Don Braden, Stanley
Chris Potter. and Jim Snider°. his current CD projects include Turrentine, Hank Marr. Bob
Prof. Gillespie has published recordings with jazz pianist Mintzer, Robin Eubanks, Bill
articles on the aesthetics of Frank Vincent. the Blue Wisp Watrous , Carl Fontana, Frank
jazz and classical music, and Big Band, and the Cincinnati Morgan, Rufus Reid, Steve
Photo proditled a recent book. Stylistic 11/V7/1 Pops with Jazz guitarist, John Alice, Dan Faehnle, Bobby
Pictured is the MSU Jazz Orchestra with Todd E Hill, director
Voicings for Keyboardists. His Pizzarelli, and the Manhattan Floyd and Dave Stryker.

PePPers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2007 Mazda CX9

2008 Ford F-250 Super Duty Fx4
Diesel

7 Passenger/Heated
Leather Seats:Alloy
Wheels, 25K Miles.
Stk. #P6773

Off Road 4x4. Crew Cab/
Chrome Wheels/Leather/
Satellite Radio. 4K Miles.

Stk. *P6723

Chrome Wheels/Heated
Leather Seats/Moonroof/
Nay, 24K Miles.
Stk. #CP346

$28,832*

$39,895
2004 Volkswagen Jetta PRAIsaNJED 11111111CLES:
Moonroof/Alloy Wheels/
Tinted Glass,
27K Miles
Stk. #P6699

2007 Chrysler 300C SRT8

2006 Jeep Commander 4x4 Limited: Herm/
Chrome Wheels/Moonroof/DVD/Heated Leather.
30K Miles Stk #P6731
22,641

2005 Lexus ES 330
Leather/Moonroof/
Alloy Wheels,
44K Miles.
Stk. #P6734

2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4:
Heated Leather/Moonroof, 53K Miles Stk #CP388

'16,426

$21,926*

2005 Dodge Dakota Laramie 4x4: Leather/

2007 Buick Lacrosse CX
•Po

#

7,7
4111.......
„
7
"

TIC, PNV, P/L,
29K Miles
Stk. #P6745

‘61

-

44‘1"

$14,926
2005 Dodge Durango Limited 4x4
7 Passenger/Heated
Leather/Nay/DVD/Hemi.
47K Miles
Stk #P6735

Chrome Wheels/V-8, Crew Cab 38K Miles Stk
'16,883
#CP348
2004 Mazda B-3000 Sport: Ext. CabN43, 19K Miles

'11,633

Stk #P6715

2007 Dodge Grand Caravan: 7 PassengerfT/C,
PNV, P/LJDVD, 24K Miles Stk. #CP314 $1 3,895
2006 Chevrolet Equinox LS: TIC, PNV, P/L, 63K

'9,992

Miles Stk #CP419

2007 Chevrolet Wail Blazer LS
T/C, P/W, PL, CD, 30K
Miles.
Stk. #CP306

$15,625*

2007 Chev. Monte Carlo LS 2007 Chev.Trailblazer LS
Alloy Wheels/Spoiler,
29K Miles.
Stk. #CP304

Alloy Wheels/Moonroof/
Tinted Glass, 13K Miles
Stk. #P6741

siz833

$11,945*

$17,986'

2006 Ford F-150 XLT 4x4

2007 Dodge Nitro SLT 4x4
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lor!'

Chrome Wheels/Ext.
Cab/24K Miles
Stk #349

Heated Leather Seats/
Moonroof/DVD/Chrome
Wheels, 16K Miles
Stk P6764

98,929*

$21,763'
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2005 Lincoln Town Car
Signature Limited,
Heated Leather Seats/
Moonroof/Alloy Wheels,
36K Miles. Stk. #CP418

$21,895
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